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  Abstract
The successful application of speech recognition (SR) and on-line handwriting recognition

(OLHR) systems to new domains greatly depend on the tuning of a recognizer’s architecture to a
new task. Architectural tuning is especially important if the amount of training data is small
because the amount of training data limits the number of trainable parameters that can be esti-
mated properly using an automatic learning algorithm. The number of trainable parameters of a
connectionist SR or OLHR is dependent on architectural parameters like the width of input win-
dows over time, the number of hidden units and the number of state units. Each of these architec-
tural parameters provides different functionality in the system and can not be optimized
independently. Manual optimization of these architectural parameters is time-consuming and
expensive. Automatic optimization algorithms can free the developer of SR and OLHR applica-
tions from this task.

In this thesis I develop and evaluate novel methods that allocate connectionist resources for
spatio-temporal classification problems automatically. The methods are evaluated under the fol-
lowing evaluation criteria:
• Suitability for small systems (~ 1,000 parameters) as well as for large systems (more than

10,000 parameters): Is the proposed method efficient for various sizes of the system?
• Ease of use for non-expert users: How much knowledge is necessary to adapt the system to

a customized application?
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• Final performance: Can the automatically optimized system compete with state-of-the-art
well engineered systems?

Several algorithms were developed and evaluated in this thesis. The Automatic Structure Opti-
mization (ASO) algorithm performed best under the above criteria. ASO automatically opti-
mizes
• the width of the input windows over time which allow the following unit of the neural net-

work to capture a certain amount of temporal context of the input signal;
• the number of hidden units which allow the neural network to learn non-linear classification

boundaries;
• the number of states that are used to model segments of the spatio-temporal input, such as

acoustic segments of speech or strokes of on-line handwriting.

The ASO algorithm uses a constructive approach to find the best architecture. Training starts
with a neural network of minimum size. Resources are added to specifically improve parts of the
network which are involved in classification errors. ASO was developed on the recognition of
spoken letters and improved the performance on an independent test set from 88.0% to 92.2%
over a manually tuned architecture. The performances of architectures found by ASO for different
domains and databases are also compared to architectures optimized manually by other research-
ers. For example, ASO improved the performance on on-line handwritten digits from 98.5% to
99.5% over a manually optimized architecture. It is also shown that ASO can successfully adapt
to different sizes of the training database and that it can be applied to the recognition of connected
spoken letters.

The ASO algorithm is applicable to all classification problems with spatio-temporal input. It
was tested on speech and on-line handwriting, as two instances of such tasks. The approach is
new, requires no domain specific knowledge by the user and is efficient. It is shown for the first
time that
• fully automatic tuning of all relevant architectural parameters of speech and on-line hand-

writing recognizers (window widths, number of hidden units and states) to the domain and
the available amount of training data is actually possible with the ASO algorithm

• automatic tuning by ASO is efficient, both in terms of computational effort and final perfor-
mance.
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1.  Introduction to the Problem
The design of better human-computer interfaces has become an important area of Computer

Science. Speech recognition, on-line handwriting recognition, gesture recognition and lipreading
are promising approaches towards better multi-modal interfaces because they should provide
more efficient and natural communication between humans and machines.

Artificial neural networks have become an important paradigm for these systems. All of the
systems mentioned above require the processing of dynamically changing patterns, which are
often called “pattern sequences”. Section 1.1 gives a short introduction to the processing of pat-
tern sequences with neural networks.

The design of these systems can be either special or general purpose. Figure 1 on page 4
shows the differences in the case of a speech recognition system. The general purpose system is
usable by all possible users and has a very large vocabulary that makes it usable in many applica-
tions. The special purpose system is specialized on one application and may even be trained for
one speaker only. While the general purpose system is the ultimate goal, there still remains a per-
formance gap for them to become truly “general purpose”. On the other hand it is now possible to
design special purpose systems for well defined and small domains with high recognition accura-
cies. The reason why they are not used more frequently is that these systems are far from being
“automatically adaptable” to new, customized domains. Despite the use of powerful learning tech-
niques, they still require time-consuming tuning by experts, which is often too expensive for the
limited number of customers interested in that particular application.
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Figure 1. A comparison of possible speech recognition system options. System A has to be adapted for a
customized application. System B is a general purpose system that needs no adaptation, but it is harder to
build. System A can be realized earlier, but in order to be practical it needs an automatic tuning algorithm.

In this thesis I will propose and evaluate several algorithms that do the tuning of neural net-
work based speech and on-line handwriting recognition systems automatically. The techniques
also apply to gesture recognition and lipreading, but they were tested on speech recognition (SR)
and on-line handwriting recognition (OLHR). The next sections give a short introduction to the
following problems:
• How can pattern sequences be processed with neural networks?
• Why do these systems need tuning to a particular task?
• Manual tuning vs. automatic tuning and their feasibility depending on the size of the

domain.

1.1  The Processing of Pattern Sequences with Neural
Networks

Many real-world applications like speech recognition or on-line handwriting recognition
require the processing of pattern sequences. Several neural network architectures have been pro-
posed for this problem so far. A very successful approach to the processing of temporal context
with neural networks is the implementation of time-delays [Waibel, 1987], [Tank, 1987], [Waibel,
1989], [Lang, 1990], [Bodenhausen, 1990a], [Bodenhausen, 1990b]. This approach is not only
technically plausible, but also motivated by knowledge about the brain1.

1.  Real axons have a limited conduction speed (which is dependent on the diameter of the axon and whether it is
myelinated or not). Additionally, the length of most axons is much greater than the euclidean distance between the
connected neurons. This leads to a great variety of different time-delays in the brain.

Speech Recognition Systems

the ultimate goal!now possible?

A: Customized System B: General Purpose System
• small vocabulary
• task dependent
• speaker dependent
• training before using
• tuned automatically

• very large vocabulary
• task independent
• speaker independent
• ready-to-use
• tuned once (manually)
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In contrast to fully connected general purpose neural networks, networks with time-delays can
be seen as highly structured networks that are specialized on certain spatio-temporal tasks. In real-
world applications like speech recognition and on-line handwriting recognition, these highly
structured neural networks have been shown to be superior to fully connected networks [Waibel,
1989], [Guyon, 1991]. The importance of the network structure has also recently been examined
by using the nonparametric statistical inference framework by Geman et al. [Geman, 1992]. They
come to the conclusion that “dedicated machines are harder to build but easier to train” and sug-
gest that important properties of the task have to be built into the architecture of the network. Sim-
ilar conclusions have been made by Minsky and Papert [Minsky, 1988].

1.2  Feasibility of Manual Tuning
Manual design of the network structure can be very time-consuming for real-world applica-

tions. This may be feasible for general purpose systems like speaker independent, very large
vocabulary speech recognition systems that are optimized once and then applied without further
adaptation to a special task. Despite the great effort that is still needed to improve these general
purpose systems, there is a considerable number of applications that require the best possible per-
formance on a small, well defined, and customized domain. Achieving the best possible perfor-
mance for these applications greatly depends on the tuning of the architecture to the particular
task, especially if the amount of training data is small (which is often true for customized applica-
tions). While it is possible to build these systems, the required manual tuning is not tolerable for a
system that has to be trained for each application that it is used for. The importance of adaptability
and customization of speech recognition systems has also recently been pointed out by Lee [Lee,
1993] and Wilpon [Wilpon, 1993]. Lee emphasizes that the adaptation process should be “trans-
parent, real-time, and incremental” and that speech recognition systems should be “customizable
for ultra-high performance”. Additionally, speech recognition systems “should be intuitive and
easy to use for the developer - it should be possible to develop applications on top of the technol-
ogy without having to understand speech algorithms”. Wilpon includes “quick prototyping and
development of new products and services” among the challenges that have to be solved before
universal use of automatic speech recognition can be achieved in a telephone network [Wilpon,
1993]. He points out that “the technology must support creation of new products and service ideas
based on speech in an efficient and timely fashion. Users should not be required to wait weeks or
months for new products or services”.

Multi-modal systems combining speech recognition, on-line handwriting recognition, lipread-
ing, gesture recognition etc. can benefit even more from automatic tuning because many of these
modalities can in principle be realized by similar algorithms, but need different architectures due
to different characteristics of the domains. This means that the required tuning effort of multi-
modal systems grows with the number of input modes (speech, gesture, lipreading, etc.). This the-
sis proposes and evaluates several algorithms that do the tuning of all relevant architectural
parameters automatically.
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1.3  Structured vs. Fully Connected Neural Networks
There are two reasons for the superior generalization ability of highly structured over fully

connected architectures for specialized applications. Both are related to the phenomenon of over-
fitting which means that a network does not only learn the training data, but can also learn the
noise in this data. These two explanations are:

1. There is a relationship between the number of trainable parameters, amount of training data
and generalization (see [Denker, 1987], [Baum, 1989], [Solla, 1989], [Moody, 1991] and others)1.
Networks with too many trainable parameters for the given amount of training data learn well, but
do not generalize well because they have too many degrees of freedom and can learn to fit the
noise in the training data. With too few trainable parameters, the network does not have enough
capacity to learn the training data and also performs very poorly on the testing data. Imposing
structure on the network can increase the generalization performance by reducing the number of
trainable parameters [Waibel, 1987], [Lang, 1989], [Waibel, 1989a], [Waibel, 1989b], [Le Cun,
1989].

2. Imposing structure on the network can also highlight important features of the data and
decrease the ability of the network to learn unimportant features like noise. Other unimportant if
not undesirable features are task specific. In speech recognition, phonemes can have varying dura-
tions depending on the speakers or the words that they appear in. It would be undesirable that the
neural network learns these durations from the training data. Thus structures that are time-shift
invariant highlight features that are independent of position in time [Waibel, 1989a].

From the neuroscience viewpoint it is well-known that the brain is highly structured and not
fully connected [Kandel, 1981]. Performance comparisons between fully connected and highly
structured brains are not possible because the are no fully connected brains. However, it is
believed that the human brain has developed such a highly structured connectivity for some rea-
son. Although the processes that are involved in the developing stages of the brain (induction,
proliferation, cell migration, axonal outgrows, dendrite elaboration, cell death, and neural recog-
nition) are well understood [Kandel, 1981], very few connectionist models have been build that
incorporate a connectionist growth (structuring) process that is also applicable to real-world prob-
lems.

Aside from the number of parameters and the structure of the network, the amount of training
(the number of training epochs) is important for generalization. If a network with many parame-
ters and many degrees of freedom is trained too long it will start to fit the noise in the training
data. This can be avoided by terminating the training when the performance on an independent
validation set starts to decline. This method is important for both general purpose and specially
structured networks, but with lesser importance for the specially structured networks because of
their limited ability to fit the noise in the training data.

1.  Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and hybrid HMM/neural network systems also underly similar generalization
constraints
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1.4  The Contribution of this Thesis
The following thesis proposes and evaluates algorithms that optimize the structure of neural

networks for spatio-temporal tasks automatically. The goal of the thesis is an automatic resource
allocation model that finds a good structure for the given task and performs well under the follow-
ing evaluation criteria:
• Suitability for small systems (~ 1,000 parameters) as well as for large systems (more than

10,000 parameters): Is the proposed method efficient for various sizes of the system?
• Ease of use for non-expert users: How much knowledge is necessary to adapt the system to

a customized application?
• Final performance: Can the automatically optimized system compete with state-of-the-art

well engineered systems?

The algorithm developed in this thesis (the Automatic Structure Optimization algorithm) ful-
fills these criteria very well.

1.5  Outline
Related work is summarized and discussed in the second chapter. The analysis of the advan-

tages and disadvantages of other architectural optimization methods leads to a clear definition of
desired properties of the algorithm. The databases that are used for performance evaluations are
described in chapter 3. In chapter 4, initial experiments with the Tempo 2 algorithm are described.
The most successful algorithm developed in this thesis, the Automatic Structure Optimization
(ASO) algorithm is described in chapter 5. Chapter 6 summarizes the performances of the ASO
algorithm on segmented data. In chapter 7, an Automatic Validation Analyzing Control System
(AVACS) for extremely small databases is proposed. Chapter 8 describes the application of the
ASO algorithm to the recognition of connected letters. The ASO/AVACS combination is evalu-
ated under the criteria of this thesis in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 concludes this thesis with summary
and conclusions.
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2.  Related Work
This thesis can be seen in the context of four research areas: Spatio-temporal processing with

neural networks, speech recognition, on-line handwriting recognition and architectural selection/
optimization of neural networks. A short review of the current research in these fields is attempted
in the following sections. Due to the amount of research in these fields it is only possible to men-
tion research that is directly related to the topic of this thesis.

2.1  Spatio-Temporal Processing with Neural Networks
Many real-world applications require the processing of patterns that evolve over time. In the

following it is assumed that time is quantized into discrete steps. This is possible because many
time series are intrinsically discrete, and continuous series can be assumed as locally stationary
and can be sampled at a fixed interval. There are two basic concepts for the processing of spatio-
temporal patterns with artificial neural networks:
• Recurrent networks
• Networks using time-delays.

The following sections summarize the key ideas of both concepts an discuss the differences
that are relevant in the context of this thesis. A recent article by Mozer [Mozer, 1993] gives a
more general overview about temporal sequence processing with neural networks.
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2.1.1  Spatio-Temporal Processing with Recurrent Neural Networks

The basic principle of a recurrent network is shown in Figure 2 on page 10. In this example of
a network with two units only, the activation of unit  at time t activates unit  at time t+1 via
the connection  etc. This recurrent network can be replaced by a much larger feedforward net-
work. Thus the learning rules for the recurrent network can be derived from the learning rules for
the equivalent feedforward network [Rumelhart, 1986]. Although these fully recurrent networks
are very powerful, they are not used very often due to the complexity of training. A simpler ver-
sion of the fully recurrent network was proposed by Elman [Elman, 1988] (see Figure 3 on
page 10). The Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) uses both a copy of the previous hidden repre-
sentation (at time t-1) and the current input (at time t) as input to the network. The SRN is proba-
bly the most frequently used recurrent network. It could be shown that the SRN is able to learn
finite state grammars [Cleeremans, 1989].

Figure 2. A recurrent network with two units. All connections have a time-delay of one. The activation of
unit  at time t activates unit  at time t+1 via the connection  etc.

Figure 3. The Simple Recurrent Network (SRN): The SRN proposed by Elman uses both a copy of the
previous hidden representation (t-1) and the current input (t) as input to the network.

U1 U2
w21

w21

w12

w22w11

U1 U2

U1 U2 w21

Output (t)

Hidden Representation (t)

Input (t)Hidden Representation (t-1)

copy
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One of the most interesting features of recurrent networks is the general ability to learn the
required memory depth automatically from the training data [Cleeremans, 1989]. However, there
are two important drawbacks:
• The network has no direct information about the history of the pattern sequence. The history

has to be learned by the recurrent weights of the network, which takes many epochs of train-
ing. Franzini reported a significant reduction in training time when he removed recurrent
connections from his speech recognition system [Franzini, 1990].

• Due to the nature of recurrence, the recent past is always favored over the distant past. A
recent paper by Bengio et al. studies the problem of learning long-time dependencies with
recurrent networks [Bengio, 1993].

These two drawbacks may be the reason that recurrent networks are not used for speech recog-
nition very often. Especially the long training time of recurrent networks is too critical for real-
world applications. Although Franzini got a small increase in the error rate when he removed the
recurrent connections from his speech recognition system, the reduced training time allowed
some improvements that were much more effective and improved the system much more than the
recurrent connections [Franzini, 1990].

2.1.2  Spatio-Temporal Processing using Time-Delays

The basic principle of spatio-temporal processing with time-delayed connections is shown in
Figure 4 on page 12. The decision of the neural network at time t is based on the inputs at time (t-
n), (t-n+1) .. (t). This way, a well defined history of the temporal sequence is considered. The
sequential processing with time-delays is different from the processing with recurrent connections
in the following ways:
• The internal memory of a network using time-delays is limited to a temporal context that is

strictly limited by the maximum time-delay n. It is not possible to take information into
account that occurred before (t-n). Although this seems to be a serious disadvantage because
the structure has to be predefined before training, this can also be an advantage: The neural
network does not attempt to extract too much contextual information from the training data
which may be helpful for learning of the training data, but might decrease the test perfor-
mance.

• Each time-delayed feature can be considered equally. In contrast, recurrent networks always
favor the recent past over the distant past. This “weighting” can also be learned by the
weights of time-delayed connections if it is desirable, but other “weightings” of the past can
be learned, too.

• Sequential learning with time-delays is generally fast compared to learning with recurrent
connections because an important information about the task (i.e. temporal relationships) is
already build into the structure of the network and needs not be inferred indirectly from
numerous examples.
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Figure 4. Spatio-temporal Processing using time-delays: N patterns from a sequence of patterns are
simultaneously fed into the neural network.

Several interesting architectures using time-delays have been proposed:

2.1.2.1  Spatio-Temporal Processing using Smooth Time-Delay Functions

Several approaches have been proposed that use smooth delay functions over time [Tank,
1987], [Unnikrishnan, 1991], [Unnikrishnan, 1992]1 or Gamma functions [de Vries, 1991] and
[de Vries, 1992] instead of the rectangular hat-shaped function. These smooth functions have the
advantage that it is possible to learn various parameters of these functions, such as the time-delays
[Unnikrishnan, 1991] or Gamma memory parameters [de Vries, 1992]. The approach by Unni-
krishnan et al. was tested on the Texas Instruments (TI) digits database. The approach by de Vries
and Principe awaits evaluation.

2.1.2.2  The Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN)

The Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) architecture was originally designed for speech rec-
ognition [Waibel, 1987], [Waibel, 1989a], but was also later used for on-line handwriting recogni-
tion [Guyon, 1991]. The network uses time-delays between all layers to represent temporal
relationships between events in time. Besides that, the primary goal was to design an architecture
that provides non-linear classification invariant under translation in time. This has been realized

1.  The approach is very similar to the Tempo 2 approach described in Chapter 4 on page 37.

Input (t-n) Input (t-1) Input (t)

Hidden Representation (t)

Output (t)

. . . .
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by sliding input-windows over time and linking of connection weights (see Figure 5 on page 13).
In contrast to other implementations of multi-layer networks using time-delays, the concept of the
sliding input window over time is also used for the connections from the first hidden layer to the
second hidden layer, which are called “phoneme units” since they represent the score1 of a certain
phoneme or sub-phoneme at a given time.

Figure 5. The Time-Delay Neural Network (see text for explanation).

1.  or the a posteriori probability at a given time, depending on the training method (see Section 2.4.5 on page 23)
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The output of the network is computed by adding all of these scores over time and applying a
non-linear function like the sigmoid function to the sum. The TDNN architecture with two hidden
layers using sliding input windows over time leads to a relatively small number of independently
trainable parameters. Together with temporal shift invariance this leads to good generalization
results with this architecture.

The evaluation of the TDNN on a /b/, /d/, and /g/ phoneme classification task were very prom-
ising. The application of the original TDNN to word recognition [Bottou, 1990] could be
achieved by a straightforward extension of the original concept: The output units represented
words instead of phonemes. In consequence, the network grew considerably and many indepen-
dent weights had to be trained. Although quite successful, this concept was not pursued very long
because phonemes were not explicitly expressed. This was the reason for the incorporation of
non-linear time alignment into the TDNN architecture, which is described in the next section.

2.1.2.3  The Multi State Time-Delay Neural Network (MS-TDNN)

TDNNs have been extended to Multi-State Time-Delay Neural Networks (MS-TDNNs)
[Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1991b], [Haffner, 1992a], [Haffner, 1992b] that allow the recognition
of sequences of ordered events that have to be observed jointly Figure 6 on page 15. The exten-
sion of the original TDNN architecture is the incorporation of non-linear time alignment between
the phone units and the output units. The time alignment is realized by the Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) algorithm proposed by Sakoe and Chiba [Sakoe, 1978].

In the MS-TDNN architecture the powerful classification properties of the first two hidden lay-
ers of the original TDNN (with the sliding input windows over time) are used to compute frame-
level scores for sub-word units like phonemes or phones. For clarity let us assume that the frame-
level scores of phonemes are computed. Then words are modeled by a sequence of states (1, ..., s,
...N) that can have variable durations. The score of a word in the vocabulary accumulates frame-
level phoneme scores, which are a function of the output

of the front end TDNN.

Y t( ) Y1 t( ) Y2 t( ) … Yl t( ), ,,( )=
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Figure 6. The Multi-State Time Delay Neural Network for the recognition of the words “Peter” and
“John”. The first three layers are identical with the original TDNN (see Figure 5 on page 13). For
computing the score of the word “John”, the scores of the letters “J”, “O”, “H” and “N” are copied into a
separate matrix. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is then applied to this matrix and
computes the score for the word “John” by adding the letter-scores along the path with the highest
probability.
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The score of a word is found by

The DTW algorithm finds the optimal alignment  which maximizes this word
score. The  can be computed using several functions like

or

Further details about the training procedure of the MS-TDNN can be found in [Tebelskis,
1993], [Hild, 1993a], and [Hild, 1993b]. The MS-TDNN has been successfully applied to a vari-
ety of tasks so far:
• Speaker dependent recognition of connected English letters [Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner,

1992a], [Haffner, 1992b], [Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b].
• Speaker independent recognition of connected English letters [Haffner, 1992a], [Haffner,

1992b], [Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b]
• Speaker independent recognition of telephone-quality French digits [Haffner, 1991b].
• Word spotting [Zeppenfeld, 1992], [Zeppenfeld, 1993].
• On-line handwriting recognition [Bodenhausen, 1993a], [Bodenhausen, 1993b], [Boden-

hausen, 1993c], [Manke, 1994].

A recent modification of the original MS-TDNN incorporates the Forward-Backward training
procedure [Haffner, 1993a], [Haffner, 1993b].

2.2  Speech Recognition
Despite considerable work over the last three decades, speech recognition is still considered an

unsolved problem. The reason is that it is currently not possible to build a SR system which can be
called “general purpose” in the sense that it handles
• continuous and/or spontaneous speech
• a very large vocabulary
• speaker independence
• acoustic ambiguity

O Max T1 … TN 1+,{ , } Scores Y t( )( )
t Ts*

t Ts 1+<

-
s 1=
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-=
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• environmental noise.

Many sophisticated techniques for speech recognition have been proposed. Most state-of-the-
art systems are based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Neural Networks or hybrids of both.
In large vocabulary systems, the recognition of words is generally decomposed into the recogni-
tion of small subunits of words like phonemes or phones. The simplest is the use of context-inde-
pendent phone models. These models are not sensitive to the phonetic context in which a phone
occurs. More advanced systems use context-dependent phone models. Early work on this concept
is reported by researchers at IBM [Bahl, 1980] and BBN [Schwartz, 1984]. Triphone models con-
dition a model on both the left and right context of a phone. A simple calculation shows that for
50 phones there are  possible triphones. Such a high number of triphone models
requires an immense amount of training data. Clustering can be used to group similar triphones
together to so-called generalized triphones [Lee, 1990].

Compared to the great amount of research on speech recognition in general, the number of
publications on automatic architectural optimization is rather limited. This is not surprising
because it was necessary to demonstrate the feasibility of powerful recognizers before questions
like automatic architectural optimization could be approached. The Successive State Splitting
(SSS) algorithm was the first algorithm which optimizes the number of states of a context depen-
dent Hidden Markov Model (HMM) automatically:

2.2.1  The Successive State Splitting Algorithm

The Successive State Splitting (SSS) algorithm was developed by Takami and Sagayama
[Takami, 1992] to generate an efficient network of context dependent Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) automatically. The algorithm works as follows:
1. Training of an initial model: The algorithm starts with the training of an initial model per

phone which consists of one state having a diagonal-covariance 2-mixture Gaussian density
distribution.

2. Calculation of the distribution size: For every state existing at this time, the size of the distribu-
tion  is calculated for each state  by

where  is the number of training samples for state i, K is the parameter dimension,  is the
variance coefficients of all samples and  is a variance coefficient of state i (see [Takami,
1992] for details). The state with the largest distribution size, , will be split in the next step.

3. Split of the state: The state  is split into two states  and , each of which has a single
Gaussian density distribution corresponding to one of the original two Gaussian density distri-
butions. At this time, there are two possibilities on the split domain. One is a split in the con-
textual domain and the other is a split in the temporal domain. The maximum likelihood
obtained by a split on the temporal domain and the maximum likelihood  obtained by a split
on the contextual domain are computed for both possible splits (see [Takami, 1992] for
details). The split with the higher likelihood for all samples is chosen.
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4. Retraining of the model: At this time, each of  and  has still a single Gaussian density
distribution. The model is retrained in order to form a 2-mixture Gaussian density distribution.
The steps from 2) to 4) are repeated until a prescribed total number of states is reached.

5. Change of the distributions: The complete HMM is retrained in order to change each distribu-
tion to a voluntary on, e. g. a single Gaussian density distribution.

The SSS algorithm was initially tested with the recognition of 6 Japanese consonants (/b/, /d/, /
g/, /m/, /n/ and /N/) and performed slightly better than standard mixture Gaussian density distribu-
tion HMMs with varying number of mixtures.

2.3  On-Line Handwriting Recognition
Pen interfaces are an interesting input device for computers. The handwriting is recorded on a

touch-sensitive tablet and processed with an on-line handwriting recognizer (OLHR). The ideal
OLHR should be able to handle
• single digits/characters as well as cursive handwritten words
• cursive handwritten words with missing characters
• writer independence
• varying writing styles.

Research on on-line cursive script recognition goes back to the early 1960’s. Good reviews on
the different approaches can be found in [Lindgren, 1965], [Berthod, 1990], [Tappert, 1990] and
[Lecolinet, 1993].

Preliminary writer dependent results with a neural network/ Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
hybrid have been published by Flann and Shekhar [Flann, 1993]. The data set consists of 1000
words from a 250 word lexicon written by three writers. The reported word accuracies vary
between 86.7% and 94.8%.

Writer-dependent results on a 20,000 word vocabulary have been obtained with a Multi-State
Time-Delay Neural Network (Section 2.1.2.3 on page 14) [Manke, 1994]. The results vary from
97.7% word accuracy for a 400 word vocabulary to 83.0% for a 20,000 word vocabulary. Writer-
independent results have been reported by Schenkel et al. using a Time-Delay Neural Network/
HMM hybrid [Schenkel, 1993]. Results vary from 85% for a 500 word vocabulary to 77% for a
25,000 word vocabulary using first-best search in both cases. A second-best search improved the
results to 87% and 80%, respectively, but required considerable additional processing time.

These results show that word recognition accuracy is reduced considerably with both increas-
ing vocabulary size and writer (user) independence. Customized systems can still outperform the
general purpose systems on a limited domain. An additional comparison of word recognition
results over the last 30 years shows that most reported systems recognize 80 - 90% of the words
correctly. The real progress in all those years has not been made in recognition rate but rather in
the degree of distortion of the writing the system can deal with, the size of the vocabulary and the
degree of writer independence. This leads to the following two conclusions:

Svm SM
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• Progress towards the ultimate general purpose system (very large vocabulary, writer and
writing style independent) has actually been made. More work is necessary for further
improvement of the systems.

• Very high word accuracies on limited domains are possible now, or have already been possi-
ble for some time. The reason for the limited use (or even non-existing use) of customized,
small domain on-line handwriting recognition is due to the fact that the optimization of the
system was/is not efficient because no fully automated methods are available.

It is the goal of this thesis to investigate and develop methods that can automate the optimiza-
tion that is required for best possible performance on small, customized domains.

2.4  Architectural Selection/Optimization of Neural
Networks

Several approaches have been proposed for the automatic selection/optimization of neural net-
work architectures:
• Architectural selection techniques that select the best architecture from a set of architectures

based on the performances on an independent data set.
• Stopped training
• Regularization techniques that avoid overfitting by limiting the computational power of
fixed architectures.

• Pruning algorithms that start with a reasonably large architecture and remove resources dur-
ing training.

• The Bayesian framework for architecture selection.
• Constructive algorithms that start with a minimal architecture and increase the resources of

the network until a good/best architecture for the task is found.
• Optimization of neural network architectures by Genetic algorithms.
• Boosting of neural network performance.

2.4.1  Architectural Selection

Architectural selection deals with the following question: Given a set of observations that are
learned by a set of independently trained architectures, how can the architecture be identified that
performs best on new observations, i.e the architecture with the best generalization performance?

Let D be a set of observations with

D xj tj,( ) j, 1…N={ }=
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D is assumed to be generated as

where  is an unknown function, the inputs are drawn independently with an unknown sta-
tionary probability density function , the  are independent random variables with zero
mean and variance , and  are the observed target values.

The learning problem is to find an estimate  of  given the data set  from a
class of models  indexed by . The basic principle of architectural selection is based on the
evaluation of the prediction risk  on data that was not used to train the system:

The number of testing examples is usually limited so that the prediction risk has to be approxi-
mated by a finite data set:

The basic principle of architectural selection is to search for the architecture with the lowest
prediction risk among a set of possible architectures. The simplest possibility is to separate the
original training data into training data and validation data. The validation set can then be used to
calculate an estimate of the prediction risk. This method has the disadvantage that the number of
training examples that can be used for training is reduced which is critical if the original training
set is already very small. Utans and Moody [Utans, 1991] discuss several approaches (Cross Vali-
dation [Mosteller, 1968], Generalized Cross Validation [Wahba, 1990] and others) which avoid
this problem and evaluate them on a corporate bond rating task.

2.4.2  Stopped Training

In real-world applications with large neural networks (with thousands of connections) it is
often not practical to train a set of architectures and select the best architecture according to the
prediction risk. In these cases the training process (i.e. the search for the best parameters within a
particular architecture) of a single architecture can be stopped when the best performance on an
independent validation set is reached. This method is usually called “stopped training” or “non-
convergent” because training is not completed. Various theoretical results ([Stone, 1977], [Baldi,
1991], [Finnoff,1991a] and [Finnoff, 1991b]) and empirical results ([Hergert, 1992], [Finnoff,
1992], [Weigend, 1990b], [Morgan, 1990] and [Renals, 1993b]) have provided strong evidence
for the efficiency of stopped training. A simple explanation why early stopped training improves
gerneralization was given by Renals in a talk at Eurospeech 93: The networks are usually initial-
ized with small random weights. Thus early stopping has an effect similar to regularization meth-
ods which avoid learning of large weights (See “Regularization Techniques” on page 21.).
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2.4.3  Regularization Techniques

Regularization techniques like weight-decay or weight-elimination [Rumelhart, 1988],
[Weigend, 1990], [Chauvin, 1989], [Krogh, 1992] are another method to optimize neural network
architectures automatically. These methods add some complexity measure to the cost function
that is optimized by the learning rule. The original weight elimination proposed by Rumelhart
[Rumelhart, 1988] uses the following error measure:

where  is the target output of unit k,  is the actual output of unit k,  is the regularization
parameter and  is a weight in the network. This method can reduce the risk of overfitting the
data with too many trainable parameters in the network [Weigend, 1990], but the decay parameter

 has to be well adjusted for optimal results. If  is too small the weight decay will not be as
effective as necessary. If  is a bit too large the learning will be slowed down significantly. If  is
much too large, the network will not learn the training examples [Bodenhausen, 1992].

A more complicated penalty term was proposed by Nowlan and Hinton [Nowlan, 1992]. They
proposed a penalty term in which the distribution of weight values is modeled as a mixture of
multiple Gaussians. A set of weights is simple if the weights have high probability density under
the mixture model. This is achieved by clustering the weights into subsets with the weights in
each cluster having very similar values. Since the appropriate means or variances of the clusters
are not known in advance, the parameters of the mixture model are adapted at the same time as the
network learns the data. Simulations on a toy problem and a time-series prediction task provide
evidence that the use of a more sophisticated model for the distribution of weights in a network
can lead to getter generalization performance than a simpler form of weight decay [Nowlan,
1992].

2.4.4  Pruning Algorithms

Pruning algorithms start with a reasonable number of parameters (weights, units) and remove
some of the resources during the training phase. The simplest method removes a certain number
of weights with the smallest magnitude [Hertz, 1991]. This simple method is very easy to imple-
ment and can improve generalization on selected tasks [Svarer, 1993], but it often leads to the
elimination of the wrong weights [Hassibi, 1993]. More elaborate pruning algorithms are
described in the next sections:

2.4.4.1  Optimal Brain Damage

Optimal Brain Damage (OBD) [LeCun, 1990] is an algorithm that selectively removes unim-
portant weights from a network. The basic idea is to use second-derivative information to trade-
off network complexity and training set error. The goal is to find a set of weights  whose dele-
tion will cause the least increase of E, the output error of the network. These weights have a low
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“saliency” and are removed to increase the generalization performance. OBD works as follows
[LeCun, 1990]:

1. Choose a reasonable network architecture.

2. Train the network until a reasonable solution is obtained.

3. Compute the second derivatives  for each parameter:

where  is the set of index pairs of all the weights that are controlled by the parameter .

4. Compute the saliencies  for each parameter:

5. Sort the parameters by saliency and delete some low-saliency parameters.

6. Iterate to step 2.

OBD uses only the diagonal from the Hessian matrix H with the elements :

Using all elements of the Hessian matrix can be computationally very demanding for large net-
works as they are used for real-world application. Typical networks for on-line handrwriting rec-
ognition or speech recognition have more than  connections. Computing all second
derivatives would require the computation of  second derivatives. Although OBD does only
require the diagonal elements, it is still necessary to implement routines for the computation of
second derivatives.

2.4.4.2  Optimal Brain Surgeon

Optimal Brain Surgeon (OBS) [Hassibi, 1993a] has been proposed recently and uses all second
derivatives. One advantage over OBD is that theoretically no retraining is required after weights
have been removed from the network because the required adjustment of the remaining weights
can be computed from the Hessian matrix. However, using OBS for large networks can be com-
putationally prohibitive for large networks. The authors suggest that large networks are split into
smaller subnetworks and that the full Hessian matrices are only computed for these subnetworks
[Hassibi, 1993 b]. This method seems plausible, but the advantage of OBS over OBD (no retrain-
ing after the removal of weights) is lost.
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Although OBD and OBS can improve reasonable architecures considerably [LeCun, 1990], it
is not clear whether a non-reasonable architecture can be optimized to state-of-the art perfor-
mance. Additionally, routines for computing the second derivatives have to be implemented and
the final computational cost may be beyond an acceptable limit, especially for OBS. Another dis-
advantage of both OBD and OBS is the inability to recover when an important connection was
accidentally removed, as no connections can be added back in.

Ramachandran and Pratt proposed a “sceletonization” method for neural networks that is based
on the Information Measure (IM) of hidden units [Ramachandran, 1992]. “Superfluous” hidden
units are removed if their decision hyperplane does not contribute to the separation of the training
data. This contribution is measured by the Information Measure that is described in [Quinlan,
1986]. This approach sounds very reasonable, but it does not avoid the problem of overfitting to
the training data which is more due to the fact that noise is learned by the network. The sceleton-
ization algorithm does only remove hidden units which are not needed to learn the training pat-
terns plus the noise in the training patterns. The generalization performances confirm this: The
sceletonized networks performed only as well as networks with a generous number of hidden
units [Ramachandran, 1992].

2.4.5  The Bayesian Framework for Architecture Selection

The Bayesian school of statistics can both be used for interpretation of classifier outputs as well
as for neural network architecture selection. The following sections give a short introduction to
both areas:

2.4.5.1  Pattern Classification and Bayesian Probabilities

In many pattern classification problems, the task is to assign one of M classes
 to the input vectors  with the elements . Classes might rep-

resent different phonemes for speech recognition or different letters for handwritten characters.
Input values might be continuous or binary. Minimum-error Bayesian classifiers perform this task
by calculating the Bayesian probability  for each class, and assigning the input to the
class with the highest Bayesian probability. The Bayesian probability  represents the
conditional probability of class  given the input . The Bayesian rule allows it to be expressed
as follows:

where  is the likelihood or conditional probability of producing the input vector X if
the class is ,  is the a priori probability of class , and  is the unconditional prob-
ability of the input. Conventional Bayesian classifiers estimate the Bayesian probability for each
class by separately estimating the factors in the above equation. The likelihoods  are
estimated by assuming that they can be well-modeled by specific parameter distributions, such as
Gaussian or Gaussian mixture distributions. Training involves estimating the parameters of the
assumed likelihood distributions and estimating the a priori class probabilities  from the
training data. The unconditional probability  is common to all classes, it is usually omitted.
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2.4.5.2  Neural Network Classifiers as Bayesian a posteriori Probability Estimators

Neural network outputs can estimate Bayesian a posterioi probabilities in a more direct way
than conventional Bayesian classifiers. The relationship between minimizing a squared-error cost
function and estimating Bayesian probabilities was established for the two-class case already in
1973 [Duda, 1973]. Many recent papers have provided new derivations for the two-class and mul-
ticlass case for either the squared error cost function or the cross entropy cost function [Bourlard,
1989], [Gish, 1990], [Hampshire, 1990], [Richard, 1991], [Ruck, 1990], [Shoemaker, 1991],
[Wan, 1990], and [White, 1989].

2.4.5.3  Bayesian Back-Propagation

A new approach to connectionsit model comparison based on a Bayesian framework was intro-
duced by MacKay [MacKay, 1991], [MacKay, 1992a-d], [Buntine, 1991] and [Wolpert, 1993].
The Bayesian analysis computes the evidence of a model given the training data D. The evidence
of a certain architecture  can be written as follows:

The prior belief  is assumed to be equal for each architecture, so the architectures can be
compared based on . This can be computed by integrating over all tunable parameters
of the model:

Empirically, the correlation between a high Bayesian evidence of an architecture and a high
test performance is very high, so the evidence can be used as a selection criterion for architec-
tures. It is currently unclear whether it is possible to proof this correlation [Thodberg, 1993].
However, the evidence of an architecture can be computed based on the training set and no valida-
tion set is necessary. The Bayesian framework can also be used for the adjustment of the weight
decay parameter or pruning [Thodberg, 1993]. The adjustment of the weight decay parameter is
made during training and the tedious and computer-intensive search for weight decay parameters
can be avoided.

The theory behind Bayesian Back-Propagation can be found in [MacKay, 1991] or [MacKay,
1992a-d]. Although MacKay’s aim was to develop a method for real-world applications, he did
only study learning problems with one or two input units. A more real-world oriented recipe for
Bayesian Back-Propagation was presented by Thodberg [Thodberg, 1993]. Thodberg simplified
the framework and made it suitable for neural networks with 8 - 10 input units and up to approxi-
mately 1,000 weights. The results presented on the prediction of the fat content of meat based on
spectroscopic data are very convincing, but the framework is still not applicable for (even small)
speech recognition or on-line handwriting recognition problems. The following arguments show
why the current Bayesian framework is not suitable for these problems right now:
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• The Bayesian framework itself is computationally demanding and requires a considerable
additional programming effort because the Hessian matrix of all parameters (and their
inverse) has to be computed. In addition, the evidences have to be computed for a large
number of alternative architectures before the best architecture can be selected.

• The correlation between a high evidence of an architecture and high test performance has
not been proven yet. Thodberg recommends to check this relation in all applications with a
separate validation set. When the above correlation is validated on the particular task, he
suggests to merge both training and validation data and retrain the system and select the
most evident architecture. This method can be extremely tedious since training times for
real-world applications can be in the order of weeks.

The Bayesian framework for architecture selection, weight decay adjustment and pruning
seems to be a very accurate tool for experts working on very small domains with few parameters.
However, it is not usable in the current form for speech recognition and on-line handwriting rec-
ognition.

2.4.6  Constructive Algorithms

Constructive algorithms start with a small network and increase the resources during the train-
ing phase. For example, Cascade-Correlation  [Fahlman, 1990 a], [Fahlman, 1990 b] starts with
no hidden units and tries to solve the classification problem without them. If this fails, additional
hidden units are added one after the other.

2.4.6.1  The Cascade-Correlation Learning Architecture

The Cascade Correlation learning architecture [Fahlman, 1990 a], [Fahlman, 1990 b] is one of
the best known constructive neural network architectures. It combines two new ideas: 1. A cas-
caded architecture in which hidden units are added to the network one after the other and do not
change after they have been added. 2. A learning algorithm which installs hidden units automati-
cally depending on the training database.

Cascade-Correlation begins the training phase without hidden units and trains the direct con-
nections from the input to the output until either the training is completed or no further improve-
ment is possible with the current architecture. Hidden units are added one at a time if the
performance is not acceptable. Each new hidden unit receives a connection from each of the net-
work’s original inputs and also from each pre-existing hidden unit. This leads to the construction
of ‘deep’ neural network architectures, meaning neural networks with a high number of hidden
layers and powerful high-order feature detectors.

If it is necessary to add a hidden unit to the network, a set of candidate units is created. All can-
didate units receive a trainable input from all input units and all pre-existing hidden units. The
outputs of the candidate units are not yet connected to the output units. The trainable input
weights of the candidate units are adjusted to maximize S, the sum over all units  of the magni-o
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tude of the correlation1 between , the candidate unit’s value, and  , the residual error observed
at unit  . S is defined as

where  is the network output at which the error is measured and  is the index of the training
pattern.  and  are the values of  and  averaged over all patterns. The input weights of the
candidate units are trained using , the partial derivative of  with respect to each of the
candidate unit’s incoming weights . All weights of all candidate units are trained to maximize

 using a gradient ascent method. When  stops improving, the best candidate unit is installed in
the network and its input weights are frozen. The connections from the candidate unit to the out-
put units are then trained by the gradient descent method that was used to train the direct connec-
tions from the input units to the output units (for example the standard delta rule or the Quickprop
algorithm [Fahlman, 1988]).

Cascade-Correlation was tested with a large number of tasks, including difficult artificial tasks
such as N-Input Parity and the “Two-Spirals-Problem” [Fahlman, 1990 a], [Fahlman, 1990 b] and
classification tasks (for example [Yang, 1991]). Cascade-Correlation was also successfully
applied in a speech recognition system [Sorensen, 1992]. In most reported applications Cascade-
Correlation networks performed at least equally well or much better than manually tuned Back-
Propagation networks. The advantages of Cascade-Correlation can be summarized as follows:
• There is no need to tune the number of hidden units and/or the number of hidden layers

manually. Potential extensions include the automatic use of different activation functions for
the hidden units which could increase the computational power of the network.

• Cascade-Correlation learns fast compared to standard Back-Propagation. Hidden units are
assigned for special tasks and only one layer of connections is trained at any given time,
avoiding back-propagation of errors through several layers of connections.

• Cascade-Correlation can build deep networks, allowing high order feature-detectors without
the dramatic slowdown of learning due to back-propagation of the errors through several
layers.

• Cascade-Correlation can build networks with a mixture of activation functions of the hidden
units (sigmoid or Radial Basis Functions, see Section 2.4.6.3 on page 28).

2.4.6.2  Meiosis Networks

Hanson proposed a completely different approach for the allocation of hidden units in a multi-
layer perceptron [Hanson, 1990b]: Each connection in the network has two parameters, the mean
of the weight  and the standard deviation of the weight . Each time the weight is used in a
forward pass, the actual weight  is computed by

1.  The shown version of S is a covariance because the formula leaves out some normalization terms. Early versions
of the system used a true correlation, but the shown version of S works better in most situations.
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where  is a random variate with mean zero and standard deviation one. The learn-
ing rules change the mean of the weights as well as the standard deviation as a function of the
error signal (“stochastic delta rule, [Hanson, 1990a]. The idea is to model the uncertainty of a
weight such that a high uncertainty of a connection is represented by a high standard deviation.
The number of hidden units is initialized at one. The splitting policy is fixed for all problems to
occur when both the standard deviation relative to the mean (the composite variance of the con-
nections) for the ingoing and the outgoing connections of a hidden unit exceeds 100%, that is
when both:

and

Meiosis then proceeds as follows:
• A forward stochastic pass is made, producing an output
• The output is compared to the target producing errors which are then used to update the

mean and the variance of the weight
• The composite input and output variance and means are computed for each hidden unit
• For those hidden units whose composite variances are larger than 1.0 node splitting occurs.

Half of the variance is assigned to each new node with a jittered mean centered on the old
mean.

There is no explicit stopping criterion. The network stops creating nodes based on the predic-
tion error.

Although the Meiosis network performed very well on some initial tests (XOR, 3Bit parity and
blood NMR data), my own experiments with this algorithm on the classification of the phonemes
/b/, /d/, and /g/ show that:
• The initial training phase can be very unstable due to the fact that

• training starts with one hidden unit only and
•there are no direct connections from the input to the output like in the Cascade Correla-

tion algorithm that could enable the network to learn some of the training patterns with an
insufficient number of hidden units

With just one hidden unit, training progress on many problems is not possible. This means that
all of the first epochs are just used for the allocation of hidden units and no useful features are
extracted from the training data.
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• The quality of the Gaussian noise is very critical for a stable learning phase, especially if the
total number of connections is very small (for example at the beginning of the resource allo-
cation process). If the network grows and many connections are allocated, the computa-
tional expense of a good Gaussian noise generator can become significant since a random
number has to be generated for each connection at each presentation of a training example.

2.4.6.3  Constructive Neural Networks using Radial Basis Functions

Neural Networks using radial basis function (RBF) units instead of sigmoid hidden units have
been proposed by Moody and Darken ([Moody, 1988]) and others. RBF outputs estimate mini-
mum-error Bayesian a posteriori probabilities [Richard, 1991]. These classifiers have the advan-
tage of short training times and high classification accuracy if the problem is well suited for
modelling by Gaussian functions in feature space. However, there are two important drawbacks:
First, the number of (Gaussian) hidden units has to be chosen a priori as in standard Back-Propa-
gation networks. The second problem stems from the fact that usually the k-means algorithm is
used to position the Gaussians in input vector space. K-means locates the Gaussians at those loca-
tions where many input vectors can be found which may not be optimal. Constructive versions of
this idea have been proposed by [Reilly, 1982], [Moody, 1989], [Chang, 1993], [Fritzke, 1993]
and others that solve either the first or both problems. Two approaches that solve both problems
are described in the next sections:

The Boundary Hunting Radial Basis Function (BH-RBF) Classifier recently developed by
Chang and Lippmann [Chang, 1993] allocates the centers of the radial basis functions construc-
tively near class boundaries. The algorithm creates complex decision regions only in regions were
confusions occur and the corresponding outputs are similar. A predicted square error measure is
used to determine how many centers to add and to determine when to stop adding centers.

The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows: Classification with RBFs requires selecting the
output which is highest for each input pattern. In regions where one class dominates, the a poste-
riori probability for that class will be uniformly high (near 1.0). In these regions it is not necessary
to model the variation of the a posteriori probability in detail. The accurate Bayesian a posteriory
probability is only necessary at the boundary between different classes. The BH-RBF algorithm
allocates RBF units to do accurate Bayesian a posteriori estimation only in regions where it is
required. Overfitting by adding too many centers at a time is avoided by using the predicted
squared error (PSE) as the criterion for choosing new centers [Barron, 1984]:

where  is the root mean squared error on the training set,  estimates the variance of the
error,  is the total number of centers in the RBF classifier, and  is the total number of patterns
in the training set. The error variance  is selected empirically using an independent validation
set. Different values of  are tried and the value which leads to the best validation performance
is used. In evaluations with an artificial task and a seismic database with seven classes and 14
input features the BH-RBF performed slightly better than conventional RBF, Gaussian mixture, or
MLP classifiers [Chang, 1993].
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Fritzke’s approach is very similar to the previous one. A resource variable  is computed for
all units with the index .The resource variable is changed after each presentation of a training
example by computing

where  is the target output vector and  is the actual output vector. At the end of a training
epoch the RBF unit  with the maximum resource value is determined. The center of the new
RBF unit  is placed between the center of the unit  and the direct neighbor  with maximum
distance in input vector space. The resource variables  and output weight vectors  of all
direct neighbors of RBF unit  are redistributed according to

where  is the Voronoi region of unit , the region in input vector space that have the same
nearest reference vector.  is the n-dimensional volume of . The resource variable  and the
output weight vector  of the new RBF unit are initialized as

where  are all neighbors units of unit . Fritzke’s constructive algorithm is also formulated
for self-supervised neural networks. The supervised version was tested with the “Two-Spiral
Problem” and a vowel recognition task [Robinson, 1989] and performed very well.

2.4.6.4  Constructive Time-Delay Radial Basis Function Networks

A constructive Time-Delay Radial Basis Function (TDRBF) network was recently developed
and tested on a small phoneme recognition task [Berthold, 1993]. The approach combines the idea
of the sliding input window from the standard Time-Delay Neural Network [Waibel, 1989] and
the constructive RCE training procedure [Reilly, 1982]. The RCE training procedure introduces
new prototypes (i.e. RBF units) when necessary and adjusts the radii of existing prototypes when
necessary. The TDRBF network was tested on the classification of the phonemes /b/, /d/ and /g/
and achieved good recognition performances (97.7% on test data) with manual adjustment of the
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input window sizes. These results are promising, but a final evaluation of the algorithm is not pos-
sible based on this simple task.

2.4.6.5  Constructive Recurrent Networks

The Recurrent Cascade-Correlation (RCC) architecture combines the Cascade-Correlation
algorithm with a simplified version of Elman’s Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) [Elman, 1988]
(see chapter 2.1). The simplification was necessary to avoid a violation of the Cascade-Correla-
tion concept. Normally, in the SRN there is total connectivity between the state variables (i. e. the
previous output of the hidden units) and the hidden unit layer. The Cascade-Correlation concept is
to install new hidden units and to freeze their weights once their training is completed. This would
have been impossible with the total connectivity mentioned before. The solution was to reduce the
full connectivity between the state variables and the hidden unit layer to recurrent self loops.

The RCC architecture was initially tested on a simple finite-state grammar that is frequently
used for evaluations of recurrent architectures [Cleeremans, 1989] and performed better than the
standard SRN. Additional tests with morse code were successful, too. Recently, Chen et al.
showed that RCC networks with sigmoid activation functions are not capable of representing all
possible finite state grammars [Chen, 1993]. They propose an alternative constructive recurrent
network model. However, the question whether it is important to be able to learn all possible finite
state grammars is beyond the scope of this thesis.

2.4.7  Genetic Algorithms

Hybrids of neural network learning and genetic algorithms (GA) for optimization seem an
appealing way to construct artificial cognitive systems because both techniques are inspired by
nature. The GA by Holland [Holland, 1975] has been explored for almost 20 years now. The basic
concept is to consider a population of individuals that each represent a potential solution to a
problem. The relative success of each individual on this problem is considered his fitness, and
used to selectively reproduce the most fit individuals to produce similar but not identical offspring
of the next generation. By iterating this process, the population efficiently samples the space of
potential individuals and eventually converges on the most fit. The process starts with an initial
population  which is constructed randomly. Each individual is evaluated by some environment
function that returns the fitness

of each individual in .The evolutionary algorithm then performs two operations: First, its
selection algorithm uses the population’s N fitness measures to determine how many offspring
each member of  contributes to . Second, some set of genetic operators are applied to these
offspring to make them different from their parents. The resulting population is now . These
individuals are again evaluated, and the cycle repeats itself. The iteration is terminated by some
measure suggesting that the population has converged.

Within this basic concept of GA there are many options for optimization of neural network
architectures. A good overview can be found in [Belew, 1990]. In general, each individual in the
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above concept is a certain neural network architecture that has to be trained and then evaluated.
The computational effort of such a procedure can become quite excessive considering many real-
world applications. The time-complexity of the system is the product of the number of genera-
tions the GA is run, times the size of the population of each generation times the training time
taken by each individual:

GA can find very powerful neural network architectures [Belew, 1990], but the number of gen-
erations is typically in the order of 100 and the number of individuals is typically in the order of
50. Although the time complexity can be often reduced significantly [Belew, 1990], the total com-
putational effort is not feasible for speech or on-line handwriting tasks where one training run can
take a week or more.

An interesting GA approach to neural network optimization was proposed by Braun and Weis-
brod [Braun, 1993]. Instead of training all offspring from scratch, weights from the ancestors can
be re-used (by weight transmission). This can reduce the computational effort considerably. How-
ever, GA tend to generate a number of equally good solutions where one would be enough. The
computational effort for each solution is tolerable, but the overall effort for the one solution that is
finally needed is still very large.

2.4.8  Boosting

Boosting converts a learning machine with a finite error rate into an ensemble of learning
machines with, in principle, arbitrarily low error rate. It was originally described by Schapire
[Schapire, 1990] in the context of Valiant’s “probably approximately correct” learning model
[Valiant, 1984]. It was applied to neural networks designed for optical character recognition by
Drucker et al. [Drucker, 1993a], [Drucker, 1993b]. The boosting algorithm proceeds as follows:
Assume an oracle that generates an unlimited supply of independent training examples.
• First, generate a set of training examples and train a first network.
• After the first network is trained it is used in combination with the oracle to produce a sec-

ond training set. Flip a fair coin.
•If the coin is heads, pass outputs from the oracle (new training patterns) through the first

network until the first network misclassifies a pattern and add this pattern to a second
training set.
•If the coin is tails, pass outputs from the oracle (new training examples) through the first

learning machine until the first network finds a patterns that it classifies correctly and add
it to the second training set.

This process is repeated until enough patterns have been collected. These patterns, half of
which the first network classifies correctly and half incorrectly, constitute the training set
that is used to train a second network.

K Generations PopulationSize TrainingTime××=
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• The first two networks are then used to produce a third training set in the following manner:
Pass the outputs from the oracle (new training examples) through the first two networks: If
the networks disagree on the classification, add this pattern to the third training set. Other-
wise, toss the pattern. Continue this until enough patterns are generated for the third training
set. A third network is then trained with the third data set.

In the testing phase, the test patterns are passed through all three networks and the final output
of the system is determined as follows:
• If the first two networks agree, that is the label.
• If the first two disagree, use the output of the third network.

The proof, that boosting works depends on the assumption that there is enough training data to
generate the three data sets in the above manner. This may be quite difficult depending on the per-
formance of the first network. For example, suppose there are 9,000 training examples and 3,000
of them are used for training of the first network and that network achieves a 5% error rate. To get
3,000 training patterns for the second network (meaning 1,500 patterns that the first network clas-
sifies correctly and 1,500 that it misclassifies), approximately 30,000 new patterns are needed to
get the 1,500 patterns that the first network misclassifies (assuming an error rate of 5% for the first
network). Further training data is used to train the third network. The solution to this problem is to
generate additional training data by using small deformations around the finite training set based
on techniques of Simard [Simard, 1992].

More details of the training procedure (including the use of a validation set for stopping train-
ing and the deformation method) can be found in [Drucker, 1993a]. The results on a database of
segmented ZIP codes from the United States Postal Service (divided into 9,709 training patterns
and 2,007 validation samples) are very good, although 153,000 deformed patterns were needed to
generate the second training set and 195,000 deformed patterns were needed to generate the third
training set.

An open question is the choice of the architecture for each successive network. The training
examples for the second and third network get successively harder to train on [Drucker, 1993].
This suggests that boosting could benefit from constructive or pruning algorithms, with a great
advantage for the constructive approach since training gets harder and not easier.

Boosting and architectural optimization are two techniques that seem to complement each
other very well rather than compete with each other. The intention is similar to the Automatic Val-
idation Analyzing Control System (AVACS).

2.4.9  Limitations of the Algorithms

The previous sections have shown that there is a lot of research going on in the field of archi-
tectural selection, stopped training, regularization techniques, pruning algorithms, and construc-
tive algorithms. There are even variants of constructive algorithms for spatio-temporal tasks. The
reason for the development of a new algorithm is based on empirical results from a workshop on
manual optimization of neural network based speech recognition systems, organized at Vail, Col-
orado [Bodenhausen, 1991c] (see Appendix). The workshop and the most important results are
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summarized in the Appendix. The following conclusions can be extracted from the workshop for
the design of an automatic optimization algorithm:
• Stopped training based on the performance on an independent validation set is a reliable and

easy method to avoid overfitting.
• The number of hidden units is an important, but not the most important architectural param-

eter for neural network based speech recognition systems. Haffner and Franzini report that
there is a certain range of number of hidden units where generalization ability is similar.
This may only be true for the large training databases that they used. For small training data-
bases the number of hidden units may be more critcal because the system has to learn a
mapping of similar difficulty with less training patterns. The conclusion for an automatic
optimization algorithm is that the number of hidden units should be included in the optimi-
zation process, but should not be the only architectural parameter to be modified.

• The optimization of the input windows leads to significant improvements and should be
included into the automatic optimization process.

• The number of states per acoustic event and the type of acoustic event that is modeled
(words or phonemes) seem to be the most important architectural parameters. Some present-
ers did not want to present their current state topolgy exactly, but they admitted that optimi-
zation at this level of the system is very effective. This suggests that automatic optimization
of architectural parameters for speech recognition should include optimization of the state
topology.

• The total number of parameters in such systems can grow very large (50.000 parameters and
more). The optimization algorithm should be able to deal with that.

• Human optimizers tend to perform optimization steps sequentially, which may not be opti-
mal. However, an intelligent human optimizer is able to recover from wrong paths, partly
due to technical exchange at conferences. Obviously, automatic optimization procedures
can not do this. A solution to this problem is the development of optimization algorithms
that optimize synergetically.

A comparison of the conclusions from the workshop and the description of the algorithms in
this section shows that all of the algorithms do not fit the requirements perfectly. Architectural
selection methods are a very useful tool to finally select the best architectures among a set of
decent candidates. Stopped training methods are simple and effective and should be used in con-
junction with other methods anyway. But the method of how to come up with a good architecture
automatically and efficiently (where the former two methods can then be applied) has still to be
discussed under the criteria collected at the workshop. The following sections summarize the rea-
sons why a new algorithm had to be developed:

2.4.9.1  Algorithms not Tailored for Spatio-Temporal Processing
• Standard Cascade-Correlation is stable in the initial learning phase, fast and effective.

However, it does not include the optimization of relevant parameters like the number of
states or the time-delays.
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2.4.9.2  Algorithms not Suitable for Large Systems
• Genetic Algorithms are computationally too demanding.
• Meiosis Networks are unstable in the initial constructive phase and the computational effort

for the Gaussian noise generator is considerable.
• Optimal Brain Damage and Optimal Brain Surgeon are very powerful, but the computa-

tional effort for the second derivatives and the matrix inversion is very large.
• The Bayesian Framework is not suitable for the same reason.

2.4.9.3  Algorithms not Suitable for Small Amounts of Training Data
• Boosting needs too much training data for small, customized systems.

2.4.9.4  Algorithms not Suitable for other Reasons
• Recurrent networks and their constructive variants were ruled out because their training

takes too long.
• Constructive Time-Delay Radial Basis Function Networks were not around at the beginning

of the thesis and have not been evaluated completely.
• Constructive Radial Basis Function approaches do not optimize all relevant architectural

parameters.
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3.  Databases for Performance Evaluations
The aim of this work is the development and evaluation of connectionist resource allocation

models for spatio-temporal real-world applications. The proposed algorithms were first evaluated
with segmented data (two speech recognition tasks and two handwritten character recognition
tasks). These tasks are small enough to allow a reasonable number of experiments but are also
large enough to be relevant for an application oriented algorithm. These tasks are:
• Classification of the voiced stops /b/, /d/ and /g/ from a single japanese speaker. The pho-

nemes were extracted from japanese words recorded in a sound-proof booth with a sampling
rate of 12kHz. The speech was Hamming windowed and a 256-point FFT computed every 5
ms. 16 normalized melscale coefficients were computed from the power spectrogram by
computing log energies in each melscale energy band, where adjacent coefficients in fre-
quency overlap by one spectral sample and are smoothed by reducing the shared sample by
50%. Adjacent coefficients in time were collapsed for further data reduction resulting in an
overall 10 ms frame rate. All coefficients were then normalized. The phonemes were hand-
labeled and extracted from the spoken words. This task will be denoted by SEG_SR_BDG
(segmented /b/, /d/, /g/ task) in the following.

• Recognition of the spelled English alphabet (approx. 3,000 words spoken by a single
speaker (DBS) taken from the CMU-ALPH database. The coefficients are computed in the
same way as for the SEG BDG classification task, except that they were automatically
labeled and segmented. Speaker DBS (Dave Sanner) is known to be a particular hard
speaker for SR systems. This task will be denoted SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS in the following.
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• Recognition of the digits 0, 1, 2, ..., 9 written on a touch sensitive tablet (approx. 1,000 dig-
its, recorded as described in [Guyon, 1991]: During writing, the position and the pressure of
the pen are recorded from the tablet. Resampling is used to reduce the temporal variations of
the digits. From these data points, the directions and the curvatures of the pen strokes are
computed and are added to the data. This task will be denoted SEG_OLHR_DIGIT.

• Recognition of the capital letters A, B, ..., Z written on a touch sensitive tablet (approx.
2,500 capital letters, recorded as described above. This task will be denoted SEG_OL-
HR_A_Z.

The most promising algorithm will be tested with a speaker dependent connected letter recog-
nition task (connected spelled letters from the English alphabet) from the CMU-ALPH database.
Speaker MJMT (Joe Tebelskis) was chosen because his data is frequently used for performance
comparisons. The coefficients are computed in the same way as for SEG_SR_BDG. The database
consists of 1,000 spelled words per speaker. This task will be denoted CONNECTED_SR_AL-
PH_MJMT.
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4.  Initial Experiments: The Tempo 2
Approach

Initial experiments included the evaluation of the Tempo 2 approach, which was originally
developed as a neurophysiologically motivated model of cognitive resource allocation [Boden-
hausen, 1990a], [Bodenhausen, 1990b]. In this approach, a neural network is trained with a learn-
ing algorithm that adjusts time-delays and the width of input-windows automatically. The
learning rules require input-windows over time that can be described by a smooth function. With
these input-windows it is possible to derive learning rules for adjusting the center and the width of
the window. During training, new connections are added if they are needed by splitting already
existing connections and training them independently.

Adaptive time-delays in neural networks could have significant advantages for the processing
of pattern-sequences, especially if the relevant information is distributed across non-consecutive
patterns. A typical example for this kind of pattern sequences are rhythms (relevant in music and
speech). In a rhythm, there are many events but also many gaps between these events. Another
example is speech, where some parts of an utterance are more important for understanding than
others (example: ‘hat’, ‘fat’, ‘cat’..). Therefore a network that allocates existing and new
resources to the parts of the input sequence that are most helpful for the task could be more com-
pact and efficient for various tasks.
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4.1  The Tempo 2 Learning Algorithm
The Tempo 2 learning algorithm [Bodenhausen, 1990a], [Bodenhausen, 1990b] was designed

to train weights, delays and widths of input windows in a neural network. It is a generalization of
the Back-Propagation network proposed by Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams [Rumelhart, 1986].
Adapting delays and widths of input-windows in a neural network is possible because a Gaussian
shaped input-window over time is used. In the network, a unit j at time t is activated by input from
a Gaussian shaped input-window centered around (t-d) and standard deviation , where d (the
time-delays) and (the width of the input-window) are to be learned. (Other windows are possi-
ble. The function describing the shape of the window has to be smooth.) The input of unit j at time
t, ,

with representing the Gaussian input window given by

where is the output of the previous sending unit and , and are the weights, delays
and widths on its connections, respectively.

This approach is partly motivated by neurophysiology and mathematics. In the brain, a spike
that is sent by a neuron via an axon is not received as a spike by the receiving cell. Rather, the
postsynaptic potential has a short rise and a long tail. Let us assume a situation with two neurons.
Neuron A fires at time t-d, where d is the time that the signal needs to travel along the connection
and to activate neuron B. Neuron B is activated mostly at time t, but the postsynaptic potential
will decrease slowly and neuron B will get some input at time t+1, some smaller input at time t+2
and so on. Functionally, a spike is smeared over time and this provides some ‘‘local memory’’.

For our simulations we simulate this behavior by allowing the receiving unit to be activated by
the weighted sum of activations around an input centered at time t-d. If the sending unit (“neuron
A”) was activated at time t-d, then the receiving unit (“neuron B”) will be activated mostly at time
t, will be less activated at time t+1, and so on (see Figure 7 on page 39 and Figure 8 on page 39).
In our case, the input-window function also allows the receiving unit to be (less) activated at times
t-1, t-2 etc.. This symmetric ‘behavior’ enables us to formulate a learning rule that can increase
and decrease time-delays.
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Figure 7. The input to one hidden unit in the Tempo 2 network. The boxes represent the activations of the
sending units. A large box represents a high activation and a small box represents a small activation.

Figure 8. The flow of activation from input over one hidden unit to one output unit. Only one Gaussian
connection between the units is shown.
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The Gaussian input-window has two advantages:

1.) It provides some robustness against temporally misaligned input tokens. By looking at
Figure 7 on page 39 it is obvious that small misalignments of the input signal do not change the
input of the receiving unit significantly. The robustness is dependent on the width of the window.
Therefore a wide window would make the input of the receiving unit more robust against signals
shifted in time, but would also reduce the time-resolution of the unit. This is another reason for
the implementation of a learning rule that adjusts the width of the input-windows of each connec-
tion.

2.) With this Gaussian input-window over time, it is possible to compute how the input of unit
j would change if the delay of a connection or the width of the input-window were changed. The
formalism is the same as for the derivation of the learning rules for the weights in a standard
Back-Propagation network. The change of a delay is proportional to the derivative of the output
error with respect to the delay. The change of the width is proportional to the derivative of the
error with respect to the width of the input-window. As in all Back-Propagation networks, the
error is propagated back to the hidden layer. The learning rules for weights , delays and
widths were derived from

where , and are the learning rates and E is the error. As in the derivation of the standard
Back-Propagation learning rules, the chain rule is applied (z = w, d, ):
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where is the same in the learning rules for weights, delays and widths. The partial deriva-
tives of the input with respect to the parameters of the connections are computed as follows:

The concept of the learning rules for time-delays and widths is shown graphically in Figure 9
on page 41.

Figure 9. A graphical explanation of the learning rules for delays and widths: The derivative of the
Gaussian input-window with respect to time is used for adjusting the time-delays (upper picture). The
derivative with respect to the standard deviation (sigma) is used for adjusting the width of the window
(dotted line, lower picture). A majority of activation in area A will cause the window to grow, a majority of
activation in area B will cause the window to shrink.
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4.2  Adding New Connections
Learning algorithms for neural networks that add hidden units have recently been proposed

[Fahlman, 1990], [Hanson, 1990]. In the Tempo 2 network connections are added to the already
existing ones in a similar way as it is used by Hanson for adding units [Hanson, 1990]. During
learning, the network starts with one connection between two units. Depending on the task this
may be insufficient and it would be desirable to add new connections where more connections are
needed. New connections are added by splitting already existing connections and afterwards
training them independently. The rule for splitting a connection is motivated by observations dur-
ing training runs. It was observed that input-windows started moving backwards and forwards
(that means the time-delays changed) after a certain level of performance was reached. This can
be interpreted as inconsistent time-delays which might be caused by temporal variability of cer-
tain features in the samples of speech. During training we compute the standard deviations of all
delay changes and compare them with a threshold: If

is larger than a certain threshold, then connection ij is split (where is the change of delay ji
computed for pattern p and D is the total number of training patterns).

4.3  Recognition Performances with the Tempo 2 Approach
(Segmented Data)

The Tempo 2 network was initially tested with rhythm classification. The results were encour-
aging and evaluation was carried out on a phoneme classification task. In this application, adap-
tive delays can help to find important cues in a sample of speech. Units should not accumulate
information from irrelevant parts of the phonemes. Rather, they should look at parts within the
phonemes that provide the most important information for the kind of feature extraction that is
needed for the classification task. The network was trained on the phonemes /b/, /d/ and /g/ from a
single speaker (SEG_SR_BDG). 783 tokens were used for training and 759 tokens were used for
testing.

In order to evaluate the usefulness of each adaptive parameter, the network was trained and
tested with a variety of combinations of constant and adaptive parameters (see Table 1 on
page 43). In all cases the network was initialized with random weights and delays and constant
widths  of the input windows. All results were obtained with 8 hidden units in one hidden
layer1. Performances of 64% on training data and 63% on testing data are obtained if weights and
widths of the connections are fixed and only delays are learned. Keeping weights and delays fixed
and only learning the widths of the connections leads to recognition performances of 63.5%

1.  Networks with a different number of hidden units were also tested. The best performances were obtained with 8
hidden units.
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(training data) and 61.8% (testing data). These results show that the main parameters in the net-
work are the weights. Delays and widths seem to be of importance if they are trained together
with the weights.

The above results are only interesting for an evaluation of the usefulness of each parameter.
Learning combinations of these parameters yields much higher recognition performances (see
Table 1 on page 43): The network learns to classify 93.2% of the training samples and 89.3% of
the testing samples correctly, if the delays and the widths of the connections are fixed. If the
delays are learned in addition to the weights, the performance increases to 98.3% (training data)
and 97.8% (testing data). A further increase of the performance can be obtained by also learning
the widths of the input-windows (98.8% on training data and 98.0% on testing data).

Additional simulations were conducted without hidden units. The results are worse than the
results obtained with 8 hidden units (see Table 2 on page 43) but training was faster and easier
(the choice of the learning rate was easier and no simulations got stuck in local minima). The
higher performances with hidden units suggest that the nonlinear classification capabilities are
important for this classification task.

The Tempo 2 algorithm was also applied to segmented spelled alphabet recognition. 2210 let-
ters spoken by a single speaker were used for training and 520 letters were used for testing. Net-
works without hidden units and with a varying number of hidden units were simulated. The
results without hidden units are summarized in Table 3 on page 44.

The same database was used to train and test a network with varying numbers of hidden units.
The best results were obtained with 40 hidden units. Training of such a large network is computa-

TABLE 1. :b/, /d/ and /g/ classification performance with the Tempo 2 approach with 8 hidden units in one
hidden layer. The network is initialized with random weights and constant widths (SEG_SR_BDG).

adaptive parameters constant parameters
training set
performance

testing set
performance

weights delays, widths 93.2% 89.3%
delays weights, widths 64.0% 63.0%
widths weights, delays 63.5% 61.8%
delays, widths weights 70.0% 68.6%
weights, delays widths 98.3% 97.8%
weights, widths delays 98.1% 97.7%
weights, delays, widths - 98.8% 98.0%

TABLE 2. /b/, /d/ and /g/ classification performance with the Tempo 2 approach with no hidden units. The
network is initialized with random weights, random delays and constant widths (SEG_SR_BDG).

adaptive parameters constant parameters
training set
performance

testing set
performance

weights, delays widths 96.8% 95.7%
weights, delays, widths - 97.2% 96.1%
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tionally very expensive. The results of a limited number of training runs are reported in Table 4 on
page 44. Surprisingly, the results without hidden units are better than the results with hidden units
.

4.4  Discussion of the Tempo 2 Approach
In these initial experiments the advantages of an artificial neural network that can automati-

cally learn important structural parameters by gradually changing time-delays and widths of the
Gaussian input windows are explored. In this approach, the learning rules for the time-delays and
the width of the windows were derived in the same way as for the learning weights. The results
show that time-delays and widths of input windows in artificial neural networks can be learned
automatically by a gradient descent method. The proposed learning rule is able to improve perfor-
mance significantly compared to a fixed structure. This means that the Tempo 2 algorithm is very
useful in situations where no knowledge about the temporal characteristics of the task is available.

How can the structural parameters of the Tempo 2 network be interpreted? The width of an
input window determines how much local temporal context is captured by a single connection.
Additionally, a large window means increased robustness against temporal misalignments of the
input tokens. A large window also means that the connection transmits with a low temporal reso-
lution. The learning rule for the widths of the windows has to compromise between increased
robustness against misaligned tokens and decreased time-resolution. With the proposed Tempo 2
algorithm, this is successfully done by a gradient descent method.

The receptive fields of the output units before and after training are shown in Figure 11 on
page 46 and Figure 12 on page 47. A comparison of both figures shows that the Tempo 2 algo-
rithm is able to adapt the time-delays and the widths of the input windows effectively.

A comparison between the widths before and after training reveals that 70 - 80% of the win-
dows in the network get smaller during training if the network is initialized with too large input
windows (meaning a small temporal resolution). These results show that it is possible to automat-

TABLE 3. Alphabet recognition performance without hidden units. The network is initialized with random
weights, constant delays and constant widths (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS.

adaptive parameters constant parameters
training set
performance

testing set
performance

weights delays, widths 71.4% 65.6%
weights, delays widths 90.3% 83.8%
weights, delays, widths - 91.4% 84.4%

TABLE 4. Alphabet recognition performance with 40 hidden units in one hidden layer. The network is
initialized with random weights, random delays and constant widths (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS).

adaptive parameters constant parameters
training set
performance

testing set
performance

weights, delays widths 90.1% 82.7%
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ically compromise between high temporal resolution and increased robustness against temporal
distortions in artificial neural networks.

The adaptive time-delays can be interpreted as an adaptive depth of the internal memory. A
long memory is realized by a long delay and vice versa.

Figure 10. Explanation for Table 11 on page 46 and Table 12 on page 47. The receptive field of the output
unit representing the letter “A” of a Tempo 2 network without hidden units. Negative weights are indicated
by white blobs and positive weights are indicated by black blobs. The Gaussian window over time is
displayed by the set of blobs from left to right. The time-delay of a connection is indicated by the position of
the set of blobs within the boxes. A center of the Gaussian on the left side of the box represents a long time-
delay. A center on the right side represents a short time-delay. The picture shows the receptive field before
training where the time delays are all initialized by 7.0 (corresponding to 70 ms). In each box the weights
connecting to the input units which represent the lower spectral frequencies are shown at the bottom.
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Figure 11. The receptive fields of the output units in the Tempo 2 network without hidden units before
training. See Table 10 on page 45 for explanation
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.

Figure 12. The receptive fields of the output units of a Tempo 2 network without hidden units after training
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). The initialized network is shown in Table 11 on page 46. See Table 10 on page 45
for explanation.
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The comparison of the performances with one adaptive parameter set (either weights, delays or
widths) shows that the main parameters in the network are the weights. Delays and widths seem to
be of a lesser importance, but in combination with the weights the delays can improve the perfor-
mance, especially generalization. A Tempo 2 network with trained delays and widths and random
weights can classify 70% of the phonemes correctly. This suggests that learning temporal param-
eters is effective.

The network achieves results comparable to a similar network with a very powerful handtuned
architecture (the TDNN1). Additionally, the network is more compact. The Tempo 2 network per-
forms the classification task with one third of the number of connections of a standard TDNN.
This suggests that the kind of learning rule could be helpful in applying time-delay neural net-
works to problems where no knowledge about optimal time windows is available. At higher levels
of processing such adaptive networks could be used to learn rhythmic (prosodic) relationships in
fluent speech and other tasks.

Although the overall results with the Tempo 2 algorithm are encouraging it should be men-
tioned that the flexibilty of the approach (automatically optimized temporal resolution and mem-
ory depth) can lead to some instabilities during training. In various training runs it was observed
that the learning rates for weights, delays and widths can not be chosen independently of each
other. This can be explained by an interaction between updates of these parametersets. For exam-
ple, if the time-delay of a connection is changed the optimal weight changes, too. Several learning
schedules were tried to explore interaction between the updates of the parametersets:
• Updating all parameters after a forward pass (change all mode): This is the fastest way to

update the parameters in the network. However, a large learning rate for the weights
requires a large learning rate for delays and widths, too (and vice versa).

• Updating one parameter after each forward pass: This mode is computationally very expen-
sive because more forward passes in the network are needed. The performance was worse
than in the change all mode.

• Updating the most important parameterset more frequently than the less important parame-
tersets: The evaluation of this mode was carried out by changing the weights at each epoch
and changing delays and widths at each third epoch. Training time was comparable to the
change all mode, but the performance was a little bit worse.

4.5  Conclusions of the Tempo 2 Approach
The Tempo 2 algorithm has been shown to effectively adjust time-delays and widths of input

windows. A technique for spliting connection has been proposed, too. Various training runs with
the Tempo algorithm have shown that the weights, time-delays and widths of the connections can
not be trained independently from each other. This effect becomes more important in networks
with hidden layers and two or more layers of Tempo 2 connections. This could explain why the
network without hidden units outperformed the network with various numbers of hidden units for

1.  The TDNN has been shown to be a very powerful approach to phoneme recognition. The fixed time-delays and the
kind of time-window were chosen partly because they were motivated by results from earlier studies [Blumstein,
1980], [Kewley-Port, 1983] and because they were successful from an engineering point of view.
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the big alphabet recognition task. The huge network with hidden units suffers too much from the
interaction between weights, delays and widths. The small network for the bdg task (with 8 hid-
den units) did not suffer from this effect. A technique that controls the interaction between
weights, delays and width could be based on a computation of derivatives like

Adding these terms to the learning rules could account for the interactions between the updates
of the parametersets. However, the learning rules would become computationally significantly
more expensive and training would take much longer. This is a serious disadvantage and reduces
the merits of the algorithm under the criteria defined in Section 1.4 on page 7. Although the
Tempo 2 algorithm is a very powerful model of cognitive connectionist resource allocation, it is
not competitive in view of real-world applications. These observations with the Tempo 2
approach led to the development of a hybrid approach with one layer of Tempo 2 connections and
one layer of TDNN connections, which is described in the next section.

4.6  Adapting the Tempo 2 Approach: The TDNN/Tempo 2
Hybrid

The problems with the interactions between the Tempo 2 learning rules for weights, delays and
widths in large neural networks with many hidden units lead to the development of a hybrid net-
work with only one layer of Tempo 2 connections (see Figure 13 on page 50). The connections
from the input to the hidden units are realized as TDNN-type connections as introduced in
[Waibel, 1989]. The main idea of this type of connection is the use of a shifted input window over
time. In contrast to the Tempo 2 input window, the TDNN-type input connections are realized by
a set of consecutive hat-shaped input windows over time. This set of input-windows is shifted
over the whole spectrogram and training is performed using weight sharing across shifts. This
enforces time-shift invariant recognition of acoustic features.

In the hybrid approach described in this section, the connections from the hidden units to the
output units are the Tempo 2 connections described in the previous section. The idea behind this
approach is to use one layer of TDNN-type connections to get a time-shift invariant distributed
internal representation in the hidden layer. The ability of the Tempo 2 connections to adapt to the
temporal characteristics of the task is then used for the mapping from the hidden units to the out-
put units. This hybrid approach was tested with the same alphabet recognition task (segmented
data) that was used in the previous experiments and achieved slightly better recognition results
(90% on training data and 85.8% on testing data). This approach was tested with a varying num-
ber of hidden units. I found that 25 hidden units are sufficient to reach these results, but almost the
same results could be obtained with 50 hidden units (91.4% on training data and 85.6% on testing
data)
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Figure 13. The TDNN/Tempo 2 hybrid network. The connections between the input units and the hidden
units are TDNN-type connections (see text for details) and the connections between the hidden units and
the output units are Tempo 2 connections. Only two output units are shown for simplicity.

The performance on the testing data is better than using the Tempo 2 approach alone (with or
without hidden units) and choosing the learning rates was much easier. However, the TDNN-type
connections from the input to the hidden layer had to be optimized manually for these results. An
algorithm that also optimizes this type of connections would be highly desirable. This led to the
development of the Automatic Structure Optimization (ASO) algorithm described in the next
chapter.

Input over time
(spectrogram etc.)

input window

time

output units

hidden units over time

TDNN-connections

Tempo 2 connections
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5.  The Automatic Structure Optimization
(ASO) Algorithm

One reason for the introduction of structure to the network is the relationship between the num-
ber of trainable parameters, amount of training data and generalization (see [Denker, 1987],
[Baum, 1989], [Solla, 1990], [Moody, 1991] and others). Networks with too many trainable
parameters for the given amount of training data learn well, but do not generalize well. This phe-
nomenon is usually called overfitting. With too few trainable parameters, the network fails to
learn the training data and performs very poorly on the testing data. Imposing structure into the
network can increase the generalization performance by reducing the number of trainable param-
eters [Waibel, 1987], [Waibel, 1989a], [Lang, 1989].

Unfortunately, highly structured networks can be optimized in many more ways than fully con-
nected networks. In order to achieve optimal performance without time-consuming manual opti-
mization, an Automatic Structure Optimization (ASO) algorithm is proposed that automatically
optimizes the structure and the total number of parameters synergetically and also considers the
current amount of training data. Rather than starting with a distributed internal representation, the
structure of the network is constructed by adding units and connections in order to selectively
improve certain parts of the network. At the beginning of the training run the internal representa-
tion is completely local and gets more and more distributed in the following optimization process.
Only a concept for structuring the network has to be specified before training. The concept for
structuring the network is derived from (simple) knowledge about the task, such as invariances. A
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constructive learning approach is used to find a network structure that is specifically tailored for
the task and the current amount of training data.

5.1  Concept of the Automatic Structure Optimization
Algorithm (ASO)

The proposed algorithm is based on five principles, which are explained in more detail in the
following sections:
• built-in invariances
• automatic model decomposition
• constructive resource allocation
• classification dependent resource allocation
• early resource allocation

5.1.1  Built-in Invariances

If there is any knowledge about the task, it should be built into the structure of the network. For
speech and handwritten character recognition, a classifier that is robust against temporal distor-
tions is highly desirable. This can be achieved by using shifted input windows over time as in the
Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) [Waibel, 1987], [Waibel, 1989a], [Lang, 1989]. Shifting the
window and weight sharing reduces the number of independently trainable parameters and
ensures that the hidden abstractions that are learned are invariant under translations in time.

5.1.2  Automatic Model Decomposition

Instead of learning very complex decision surfaces for the classification of events, it may be
better to decompose the classification into the recognition of subevents that have to be observed
jointly. In many cases the decision surfaces for the recognition of these subevents are much easier
to learn. This method is used in many speech recognition systems. For example, the recognition of
words can be decomposed into the recognition of sequences of phonemes or phoneme like units.
TDNNs have recently been extended to Multi State Time-Delay Neural Networks (MS-TDNNs)
[Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1991b] (see chapter 2) that allow the recognition of sequences of
ordered events that have to be observed jointly. Unfortunately, this also means that another archi-
tectural parameter (i.e. the number of states) has to be optimized.

5.1.3  Constructive Resource Allocation

One of the key requirements for the algorithm is the suitability for small systems (~ 1,000
parameters) as well as for large systems (more than 10,000 parameters). While many algorithms
have been developed that work very well for small systems (see chapter 2), the efficient applica-
tion of these algorithms to large systems requires considerable modifications or simplifications.
Pruning algorithms (see chapter 2) require the choice of a “reasonably large” network architecture
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before the architectural optimization by network pruning can start. If the “reasonably large” net-
work architecture is too large, the computational cost/memory requirements for the training of the
first epochs before pruning may be prohibitive. If the “reasonably large” network architecture is
too small, the best architecture can not be found at all. To avoid the choice of a “reasonably large”
network architecture, a constructive approach is preferable.

A constructive approach also has the advantage that the computational requirement for an
epoch is very small at the beginning of the training run when the network is still very small. The
computational requirement for each epoch grows with the allocation of additional resources. If
training has to be stopped before the optimal architecture is found (due to time constraints), a
smaller-than-optimal architecture performs already well on many patterns and is probably supe-
rior to a very large network that was only trained for very few epochs.

5.1.4  Classification Dependent Resource Allocation

The choice of a suitable criterion for the allocation of resources is of critical importance. The
popular Cascade Correlation algorithm (see chapter 2) allocates resources depending on the train-
ing error. Since the main focus of this thesis is on applications using classification, it is feasible to
use the classification output of the network directly instead of the training error. Simply put, the
network is improved where it performs badly. The training error is still used to train the weights
within a given architecture.

It was frequently observed that application-oriented researchers using neural networks use the
confusion matrix of the training data for manual optimization of the network architectures. A cer-
tain architecture is trained until the stopping criterion and then the confusion matrix is evaluated.
If a structured approach is used (as in many speech recognition systems), the modeling can be
refined if too many errors in a certain class are observed. This kind of approach is also very useful
for an automatic optimization procedure and is used in the ASO algorithm.

5.1.5  Early Resource Allocation

Waiting for a whole training run and then making decisions on the further optimization of the
network is computationally very expensive. Experience with neural network classifiers shows that
it is possible to detect the most important misclassifications very early in the training run if a “nor-
mal” learning rate is used1. In this case it is most efficient to also change the architecture early in
the training run. Starting the training run again is not necessary.

For practical use of the algorithm, early resource allocation (meaning the successive allocation
of resources from early in the training run) is of critical importance. In most of the experiments
with the ASO algorithm, 5,000 to 25,000 connections had to be allocated before the best architec-
ture was reached. This means that early resource allocation is of critical importance lest training/
architectural optimization time can get too large.

1.  A very large learning rate leads to oscillations. In this case the confusions will obviously change, too.
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5.2  Tools of the ASO Algorithm

5.2.1  The Confusion Matrix

The confusion matrix will be the main tool for the analysis of the network architectures in the
following sections. Table 5 on page 54 shows an example. The target outputs are shown on the
horizontal axis and the actual outputs are shown on the vertical axis.

TABLE 5. The confusion matrix for the segmented spelled alphabet database
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS) at an intermediate training stage (75 training epochs). The
performance on the training set is 87.5%. The target outputs (“A” to “Z”) are shown on
the horizontal axis. The actual outputs of the networks are shown on the vertical axis.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A 74  1  2  6  1
B  1 65  2  2  1  1  2
C 74  3  3
D  3 80  1  2  2  2  1
E  1 73  1  1  4
F  1 77  1  1  1  1  2  1  3  1  1
G  1 78 19  1
H  3  1  3 63  1  1  1  1
I  1 73  2  3  3
J  1 76  1  1  1
K  1 79  2  1  1  1
L  1  1  1 79  2
M  2  1  1 74 37  2  3  1  1
N  1  1  4 44  1
O  2  6  5  1 74  1  2
P  2  1  1  1  1 81  2  1  1  1
Q  2  2  2  2 78  1  2
R  3  2  1  1 74  1  2
S  3  1  1  1 78  1
T  1  1 80  1
U  2 79  1
V  3  9  1  4  1  1  1  1 75  3  1  4
W  1  1  1  2  1 76
X  1 77  1
Y  1  1  1  1 74
Z  3  2  1 79
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5.2.2  Confusion Symmetries

Although the confusion matrix shows all confusions, it is not possible to see directly whether
two classes are confused pairwise (class “A” is confused with class “B” and class “B” is confused
with class “A”). The following matrix computes all of these symmetries: Let  be an element of
the confusion matrix C. The elements of the confusion-symmetry matrix S are computed as fol-
lows:

Table 6 on page 55 shows an example for such a matrix. Because  only the elements
below the diagonal are shown for clarity.

TABLE 6. The confusion-symmetry matrix of the confusion matrix shown in Chapter 5
on page 54 reveals that the spelled letters “M” and “N” are the most frequently pairwise
confused letters (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS).
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
B  1 * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
D  6 * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
E  2 * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
F * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
G * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
H * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
J * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
K  2 * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
L * - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
M * - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N 148 * - - - - - - - - - - - -
O 18 10  2 * - - - - - - - - - - -
P  1  1 * - - - - - - - - - -
Q  2  2 * - - - - - - - - -
R  9  6  1 * - - - - - - - -
S  9  2 * - - - - - - -
T  1 * - - - - - -
U  8 * - - - - -
V 18 12  1  1 * - - - -
W  2  1  2  3 * - - -
X  1 * - -
Y  2  2 * -
Z  9 *

cij

sij cijcji=

sij sji=
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Why does ASO use the confusion-symmetry matrix? In various training/optimization runs it
was observed that it is advantageous to use different criteria for different types of resources. The
confusion-symmetry matrix directly shows pairwise confusions and is advantageous as an alloca-
tion criterion for resources that solve these pairwise confusions (see Section 5.5.3 on page 74).

5.3  Assumptions based on Empirical Observations
The design of the ASO algorithm is based on two assumptions:

• Neural networks, that are too small for the given task, do not change the distribution of the
misclassifications very much if the learning rate is set normal and oscillations are avoided.
This means that the most important confusions can be detected very early in the training run
and that the constructive process can be started very early.

• Confusions are not equally distributed over the whole confusion matrix. The confusions in
typical speech and on-line handwriting applications are rather local and can easily be
detected by analysis of the confusion matrix.

These two assumptions are based on empirical evidence from many training runs of neural net-
work based speech and on-line handwriting recognizers. The following sections attempt to
present the empirical evidence:

Table 7 on page 57 shows the confusion matrix on the training set of a network that is too small
to learn the task (on the SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS task). After 200 epochs there are still too many
confusions. The performance on the training data was 50.0%. Further training will only solve very
few of these confusions. One of the major ideas behind the ASO algorithm is based on the
assumption that the distribution of the confusions at the end of the training run is similar to the
distribution of the confusions earlier in the training run if the network is too small to learn the
task. This assumption is true in training runs with a normal learning rate. A very large learning
rate will lead to oscillations which will change the distribution of the confusions significantly. The
confusion matrix of this network on the test set is shown in Table 8 on page 58. Many confusions
are the same as for the training set. Test performance was only 42.1%.
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TABLE 7. The confusion matrix of a small network on the training set after 200 epochs.
The network is too small to learn the task (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS).
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A 31  1  3  2  1 18  1 17  6  4  1
B 14  1  1  3  1  7  9  1  3 12  9
C 37  1  4  3  2  1  1  1  2  3  1  6  7
D 10  2 13  2  4  2  3  6  1  7  4
E  4  2 11  1  1  2  2  3  3
F  3  1  2  1 82  1  1  2  1  2  4  2  2  5  3  4  2  2  1
G  1  6  4 24  2  1  1  6  3  6  3  2  1  5
H 26  1  9 29 13 83  1  4  2  4 10 21  8  2  1
I  6  3  1  1 29  1  1  1  1  2  3
J  1  4  2  1  4 82  5  1  3  5  2  2
K  1  5  1  1  5  1  1  9  7 10  3  1  2  1  2
L  1  1  1  2 82  7
M  4  1  6  3  1 74 15  5  1  1  1  2  1
N  1  3  3  6 68  1  1
O  5  2  2  2  2  7  2  2  1 32  1  3  2  2  3  3
P  8  6  4  1  4  1 30  5 11  3  2  4
Q  5  1  3  5 10  1  5 10  7  2  3 10  1
R  2  5  2  4 80  1  3
S  2  9  1 79  1
T  2  2  1  2  5  4  4 12  3  3  2
U  7 10  2  9  4  6  5  7 13  3  7  8
V  1  2  2  6  6  1  3  2  8  5 10 39  3  4  8
W 13  1  9  1  8  1 11  1  2  3  8  6  3 17  3  6
X  2  1  1  1  1  1 83  3
Y  7  1  5  2  1  9  8 10  9  7  4  5  4  6  2 35  4
Z  2  2  7 12  1  5  5  1  1  3  3  3 36
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The use of a table to display the confusion matrices is not very convenient because many num-
bers have to be read for the interpretation of the matrix. The use of a graphic display (where the
number of confusions is proportional to the size of little blobs) makes the distribution of the con-
fusions much more obvious. Each of the following figures shows two different confusion matrices
simultaneously:
• the confusion matrix on the training data on the lower left
• the confusion matrix on the validation data on the lower right.

Figure 14 on page 59 and Figure 15 on page 60 show a training run with a network that is too
small to achieve good recognition results on this task (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). A comparison of
the confusion matrices on training data after one, two, three, five, 50 and 250 epochs shows
clearly that the distribution of the misclassifications does not change significantly over the train-
ing run. The figures also show that the misclassifications are not equally distributed over the
whole confusion matrix.

TABLE 8. The confusion matrix on the test set of the same network as in Table 7 on
page 57 (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). Many confusions are the same as for the training set.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A  4  2  4  1  4  1  1  3  1  1  1
B  1  1  2  1
C  4  3  1  1  1  1  4  1
D  4  1  2  1  3  1  3  2  2
E  1  1  2  1  1  1
F  1  1 18  3  1  2  1  1  1  1
G  1  2  1  5  1  1  4  1  1
H  7  2  1 10  1 16  1  2  2  7  1
I  1  2  1  3  1  1
J  1  3 19  2
K  1  3  1  2  1  1
L  1  1 14
M  3  1 14  6  2  1  1  1
N  1  1 14
O  2  1  1  1  1  1  5  1
P  3  1  2  1  2  0  3  1
Q  5  2  3  1  2  5  2  2  3  3  4  1
R  1  1  1  2 19  3  2
S  1  1  1  1 20
T  1  1  1  2  2  1
U  2  4  2  2  1  0  1  6  1
V  1  1  2  1  1  1  1  4  6  1  5
W  1  1  2  1  1  2  1  2  1
X  1  2 19
Y  1  1  1  1  2  5  2  1  2  1  1  1  1 14  1
Z  6  1  1  9
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Figure 14. The confusion matrices for both training and validation data from a network that is too small to
learn the task well (continuously spelled alphabet recognition with 500 training sentences). The matrices
are shown after the first, the second and third epoch. A comparison of these matrices shows that the
distribution of the misclassifications does not vary much from the first to the third epoch. Additionally, the
misclassifications are not equally distributed over the whole matrices. Chapter 15 on page 60 shows
samples from the confusion matrices from the rest of the training run.
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Figure 15. The confusion matrices on both training and validation data from a network that is too small to
learn the task (continued from the last page). Here, the confusion matrices after the five, 50 and 250 epochs
are shown. A comparison reveals that the distribution of the errors does not change significantly. The
network reached 78.6% on training data, 77.4% on validation data and 78.7% on testing data, which is not
good for this task (continuous spelled alphabet recognition).
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5.4  Resource Allocation by the ASO Algorithm
The ASO algorithm tries to optimize the architecture of neural classification networks for best

possible generalization performance. According to Moody [Moody, 1992], the expected error on
the test set can be approximated as follows:

where n is the number of training exemplars in the training set ,  is the effective noise
variance in the response variable(s),  is a regularization or weight decay parameter, and  is
the effective number of parameters in a nonlinear model [Moody, 1992]1.

The idea of the ASO algorithm is to start with a small number of parameters for the given num-
ber of training exemplars (leading to a small second summand on the right side of the above equa-
tion) and increasing this number to decrease the expected error on the training set (the first
summand in the above equation). The goal is to increase the second summand and to decrease the
first summand until the best possible compromise between a low training error and a high number
of parameters is reached.

Resources are allocated to lead to the smallest possible number of effective parameters, which
is the relevant parameter for generalization capability. The total number of parameters is only rel-
evant for computational cost.

5.4.1  The Criteria for the Allocation of Resources

The criterion for the constructive allocation of resources is derived from the confusion matrix
and the confusion-symmetry matrix on the training set. At each epoch the confusion matrix C
with the elements  and the confusion-symmetry matrix S with the elements  are computed.

Several criteria for the allocation of resources from these matrices were tried. The simplest cri-
terion is derived from the sum of all matrix elements of one column (i.e. counting all mistakes of
a particular unit). Let C be the confusion matrix.

1.  The effective number parameters  is smaller or equal than the total number of parameters .
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All elements of the columns are added:

New resources are allocated if

where  is the average of all  and  is a function that limits the allocation depending
on the number of parameters p and the number of training patterns n (see Section 5.4.3 on
page 63).

A different criterion emphasizes the distribution of the confusions. The idea is to weight the
same total number of confusions higher if they are distributed over many classes than if they are
only in few classes. This can be achieved by the following product:

One criterium has been derived based on the confusion-symmetry matrix. Let S be the confu-
sion-symmetry matrix (note that the elements of the diagonal and above the diagonal are not com-
puted [see 7.1.2]):

So far, only the maximum of all  is considered. The criterium for the allocation of new
resources is reached if

where  is a function that limits the allocation of resources (see Section 5.4.3 on
page 63).
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5.4.2  The Frequency of Resource Allocation

One of the key principles of the ASO algorithm is early resource allocation, meaning that the
allocation of resources is started very early in the training run. An additional constraint comes
from the fact that the algorithm should be able to allocate many parameters efficiently. Typical
network sizes for the tasks that are used as a benchmark in this thesis (see Chapter 3 on page 35)
require networks with up to 30,000 independently trainable connections. The minimal size of the
architecture can be very small, approximately 500 independently trainable weights. That means
that the algorithm should be able to allocate such a high number of weights efficiently. There are
two possible ways for doing this:
• Allocating large groups of resources occasionally during the training run.
• Allocating smaller groups of resources frequently.

Since the number of resources that are allocated at a given time is also determined by the crite-
ria from Section 5.4.1 on page 61, it is preferable to allocate resources as frequently as possible.
In the current implementations, new resources can be allocated at the end of each training epoch1.
Experiments with resource allocation after three or five epochs did require considerably longer
training runs (because it took longer to construct the network) and did not perform better.

5.4.3  Limiting the Allocation of Resources Depending on Training Set Size

All constructive resource allocation algorithms need a method to decide when no further
resources are necessary. The most obvious method stops the allocation of resources when all
training patterns are learned. This is unrealistic for real-world applications like speech or hand-
writing recognition because a) it may not be possible to learn all training examples (for example
because they may have the wrong label) and b) training until all patterns are learned may lead to
overfitting to the training data.

Stopping resource allocation when the performance on a separate validation set goes down
does not solve the above problem. The performance tends to decrease slightly when new
resources are added to the network2 and increases again when training is continued. For best gen-
eralization performance it is necessary to have two different criteria, one that limits the allocation
of resources and another that terminates the training process.

Constructive algorithms that allocate different types of resources (like the width of the input
windows, the number of states and the number of hidden units in the given architectural optimiza-
tion problem) also have to distinguish between a global limitation criterion (that is valid for all
types of resources together) and local limitation criteria (that are only valid for one type of
resource).

1.  depending on whether the criterion for resource allocation is fulfilled or not.
2.  depending on the initialization of the resources that are added to the network
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The simplest method is to use fixed upper bounds for all of these criteria. This is very simple
and easy to implement, but this also means that at least some knowledge about the required
resources and a good distribution over the different types of resources should be available.

A more elegant solution is the use of a soft limiting function which as described in the next
section. An even better solution is the Automatic Validation Analyzing Control System (AVACS)
described in Chapter 7 on page 91.

5.4.3.1  Global Resource Limitation Depending on Training Set Size

The ASO algorithm uses a simple scheme that modifies the global criterion for the allocation of
resources depending on the value of the function f which depends on the number of training pat-
terns and the total number of parameters in the network:

where p is the number of parameters and n is the number of training exemplars and  is a con-
stant. The value of is not critical. Values between 5 and 20 give good results. The effect is that
adding more resources is made easy if the number of connections is small compared to the num-
ber of training patterns and gets harder with an increasing number of connections. This avoids
hard upper bounds for the network resources. The validation set was used to test the dependence
of the generalization performance for different values of . The results are summarized in
Table 9 on page 64.

The quadratic function works well in all simulations that were tried. However, a simple con-
stant ( ) leads to almost the same results:

This simple alternative achieves almost the same results with .. . The validation
set was used to determine the best value for  and to show that the ASO algorithm is robust
against the exact choice of  . The results are shown in Table 10 on page 65. The results show

TABLE 9. Validation Performance Depending on the choice of the Resource Limiting Function
(constant ). The system was trained with 520 patterns from the segmented speech corpus
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS).

constant performance on validation data
3 79.8%
5 81.5%
10 81.2%
15 81.2%
20 80.0%
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that the choice of  is not very critical. However, a large  leads to “slower” resource allocation
in the early stage of a training run, which generally leads to a higher number of training epochs.

5.4.4  The Initialization of New Resources

New weights can be initialized in three ways:
• small random numbers
• zero
• non-random, non-zero.

The ASO algorithm uses all of these possibilities depending on the weight that is initialized.
Weights are initialized by small random numbers when no knowledge about the task of the con-
nection is available (like all weights from the inputs to state units or hidden units. Random
weights have the advantage that they do not disturb the learning process very much, i. e. the train-
ing error does not change much after the allocation of these weights.

Weights are initialized by certain non-random values if the connection is installed for a special
pairwise confusion (like the weights from the hidden units to the state units, see Section 5.5.3 on
page 74). Weights are initialized by zero if the weights are not directly needed to solve a certain
confusion, but should be usable for other confusions if the Back-Propagation algorithm adjusts
the weight significantly (see Section 5.5.3 on page 74).

5.5  Application of the ASO Algorithm to MS-TDNNs
Multi State Time Delay Neural Networks (MS-TDNNs) (see Section 2.1.2 on page 11) con-

form with the first two principles of the ASO algorithm, build-in invariances and task decomposi-
tion. Additionally, they are very powerful classifiers [Haffner, 1991a], Haffner, 1992a], [Haffner,
1922b], [Hild, 1993] and the architecture of these highly structured networks can be optimized in
many ways. For best performance, the size of the input windows, the number of hidden units and

TABLE 10. Validation Performance Depending on the Choice of the Resource Limiting Constant
 (after training with 520 patterns from the segmented speech corpus (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS)

constant performance on validation data
1.0 78.2%
1.1 81.5%
1.3 81.0%
1.5 81.5%
1.7 80.7%
2.0 80.4%

` `

`

`
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the (word specific) state sequence topologies are of critical importance for optimal performance.
This makes MS-TDNNs a suitable candidate for the demonstration of capabilities of the ASO
algorithm.

The ASO algorithm optimizes all relevant parameters of MS-TDNN type network structures
for a given amount of training data. The minimal configuration of a MS-TDNN consists of an
input layer, a state layer and an output layer (see Section 2.1.2 on page 11). Let us consider a word
recognition task where each output unit represents a word. Each state unit represents a small piece
of the utterance, phonemes or sub-phonemic states. The network is initialized with a window size
of one (one connection between an input unit and a unit of the following layer) and one state unit
per output unit (see Figure 18 on page 68). The net input of the output units is computed by inte-
grating the weighted activity of the single or multiple state unit(s) over time. The activation of the
output units is given by the sigmoid of the net input. The state units can also be regarded as a spe-
cial type of hidden units because of their very constrained connectivity to the output units.

The ASO algorithm optimizes the size of the input windows of the state units and the number
of states based on the confusion matrix. The number of hidden units and the size of the input win-
dows of these hidden units is optimized based on the confusion-symmetry matrix. (see Figure 17
on page 67).

Figure 16. System overview.
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Figure 17. The default order in which resources are allocated by the ASO algorithm. The elements of the
confusion symmetry matrix  are computed from the elements  of the confusion matrix as

 The “satisfactory?” decision refers to the criteria from Section 5.4.1 on page 61. In principle,
there are two independent allocation schemes: 1.) One for the optimization of the window size of the direct
connections from input to state units (shown on the left side) and 2.) one for the allocation of hidden units
and optimization of the input window size of these hidden units (shown on the right side).
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input  windows of  the
state units with poor per-
formance
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states for the class with
poor performance
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Figure 18. The initial architecture of the MS-TDNN for spelled letter recognition: no hidden units, one state
per letter, input windows of one frame width.
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5.5.1  Increasing the Size of the Input Windows

The ASO algorithm starts with a window size of one (no temporal context), one state unit and
no hidden units. The size of the input windows is increased depending on either  or . At first,
the size of the input window from the input to the state unit is increased by adding one set of ran-
dom connections (see Figure 19 on page 70). In the next epoch, these new connections are
trained together with the already existing connections.

5.5.1.1  Limiting the Size of the Input Windows

The maximum size of the input windows depends on the number of states that model a word. If
a word is modeled by many states then the state units do not need such a large input window as a
state unit that models a whole word. In the ASO algorithm the average duration  of the event to
be modeled (for example a spelled letter) is computed and the maximal size of the input window

 is the average duration of the event divided by the actual number of states :

where  rounds the value of the quotient to an integer.

5.5.2  The Allocation of State Units

If the size of the input window of a state unit converges and the corresponding output unit still
makes more mistakes than the average unit, then a new state unit is added. The size of the input
window of the ‘old’ state unit is halved to avoid a dramatic increase of the number of trainable
parameters. The ‘new’ state unit receives input from an input window of the same size as the ‘old’
state unit after halving, but with random connections. From now on, the output unit receives input
from both state units.
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Figure 19. The growth of the input windows of the direct connections from input to the state units. In the
first epoch (indicated by number 1) all windows have a width of one frame. The 16 spectral coefficients are
shown on the vertical axis of each box. The weights are displayed by small blobs inside the boxes. The value
of a weight is proportional to the size of these little blobs. Positive weights are displayed by black blobs,
negative weights by white blobs. In the second epoch, the input windows of the models ‘@’ (silence), ‘A’,
‘B’, ‘C’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ are two frames each etc.

1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 20. Increasing the size of the input windows: Each state unit can have an individual window size.
Only the input windows of the state units representing “A”, “B” and “D” are shown.
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Figure 21. Adding a state for the model of the letter ‘H’. Left column: The input windows of the models of
the letters ‘G’ to ‘M’ are shown on the right side. The letters ‘G’, ‘I’, ‘J’, ‘L’ and ‘M’ are modeled by two
states already and the letters ‘H’ and ‘K’ are modeled by one state only. Right column: After the next
epoch, the model for the letter ‘H’ is split into two states with smaller input windows. Some of the weights
from the first state (the left of both) are kept and used after the split, too. The weights of the second state
(the right one of both states) are initialized randomly.
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Figure 22. Increasing the number of states: “A” is modeled by two different states “A1” and “A2”. All other
letters are modeled as before.
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5.5.3  The Allocation of Hidden Units

The confusion matrix C was used in initial experiments as a criterion for the allocation of hid-
den units. Performance results on SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS (2210 training patterns) are shown in
Table 11” on page 74. The baseline was a system which automatically optimized the width of the
input windows according to the confusion matrix C and classified 85.2% of the validation set cor-
rectly (with one state unite per letter and no hidden units). If hidden units were allocated accord-
ing to C in addition to the window widths, the performance increased to 88.5%. If window widths
and the number of state units were allocated according to C, then the performance was 88.5%. If
all three types of resources were allocated according to C, then the validation performance was
88.5%. This means that the benefit of automatic allocation of state and hidden units does not com-
bine when the same criterion is used for all types of resources. If window widths and the number
of state units were allocated according to C and the number of hidden units was allocated accord-
ing to S, then the validation performance increased to 90.2%.

My conclusion from these experiments was that state units and hidden units have to be allo-
cated for different types of problems. They should specialize on different things and provide dif-
ferent functionality in the system. What functionality could be provided by hidden units? Hidden
units are needed if a non-linear mapping from the input to the state units is required [Minsky,
1988]. An example of a non-linear decision boundary is shown in Figure 23 on page 75. With a
given linear boundary, many pairwise confusions like the confusion of “A” with “B” and “B” with
“A” appear. Hidden units are needed to avoid these pairwise confusions. The confusion matrix S
(see Section 5.2 on page 54) was chosen because it directly represents these pairwise confusions.

Other alternatives would be possible, too. For example, computing the sum

would be possible, too. However, the criterion for the allocation of hidden units should empha-
size as much as possible on learning problems which are not already detected (and attacked by
other resource allocations) by the standard confusion matrix C. The product

TABLE 11. Speech recognition results (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). Three types of resources
(window widths, state units, and hidden units) are allocated automatically according to
the standard confusion matrix C and/or the confusion-symmetry matrix S (as indicated in
the table).

window width allo-
cated according to

state units allocated
according to

hidden units allo-
cated according to

validation per-
formance

C - (1 state unit, fixed) - (no hidden units) 84.2%
C - (1 state unit, fixed) C 88.7%
C C - (no hidden units) 88.5%
C C C 88.5%
C C S 90.2%

cij cji+

cij cjiu
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is maximal if the confusion is equally distributed on both sides of the boundary (see Figure 23
on page 75) and goes to zero if the boundary is in one direction or another. This means that hid-
den units are not allocated if the (linear) boundary is not adjusted such that the confusions are
equally distributed on both sides of the boundary. Hidden units are installed only when there is no
further possibility to move the given boundary.

The weights from the hidden units to the state units are initialized to solve one pairwise confu-
sion1. The idea is to initialize the two weights form the new hidden unit to the two state units
(which are involved in the pairwise confusion) with different initial values, for example with 0.3
and -0.3. The weights from the input to the hidden units are initialized randomly. This way the
hidden unit starts to learn to distinguish between these two classes right from the first Back-Prop-
agation of the errors from the output. All other weights form the hidden units to the other state
units do exit, but they are initialized by 0.0. Back-Propagation can adjust these weights such that
the other state units can benefit from the hidden unit, but the primary goal of a hidden unit is to
solve a certain pairwise confusion.

Figure 24 on page 76 shows how hidden units are added to the MS-TDNN architecture. Hid-
den units are always added to the already existing direct connections from the input to the state
units (like in the Cascade Correlation architecture, [Fahlman, 1990 a and b]). Figure 25 on
page 77 shows the allocation of the first hidden unit in a training run on segmented speech data
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). The letters “I” and “R” were pairwise confused. Figure 26 on page 78
shows the growth of the input window of the first hidden unit (because the letters “I” and “R”
were again the pairwise confused in the next training epoch) and the allocation of a second hidden
unit (because the letters “I” and “O” were pairwise confused).

Figure 23. An example where the classes ‘A’ and ‘B’ are confused because only linear decision boundaries
can be learned without hidden units. The dotted line shows the best possible linear separator. In this case
the pairwise confusions (“A” with “B” and vice versa) will be very frequent.

1.   Hidden units are always installed in addition to the direct connections between the input and the state units.
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Figure 24. Adding hidden units: Depending on the confusion-symmetry matrix, hidden units are allocated
to solve the most severe pairwise confusions. In this example a hidden unit is allocated to solve the pairwise
confusion of “B” and “V”. The hidden units receive input from a a sliding input window over time (like in
the original MS-TDNN). The size of the input windows (from input to the hidden unit and from the hidden
unit to the state units) is initialized as one and grows if the same pairwise confusion appears again in the
following epochs.
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Figure 25. The allocation of hidden units: In this training run, the criterion for the allocation of a hidden
unit was fulfilled for the letters “I” and “R” because they were frequently pairwise confused. The input
window of the new hidden unit (HU 1) is shown on the left side. Its width is one and the weights are
initialized by small, random numbers. Some of the weights from the hidden unit to the state units are
shown on the right side: The weight to the state unit representing letter ‘I’ is initialized by 0.5 (indicated by
a black blob) and the weight to the state unit is initialized by -0.5 (indicated by a white blob). All other
weights to the other state units exist, but they are initialized by 0.0 (no blobs are visible). In the following
epochs, all weights are trained by Back-Propagation.

Input window of
hidden unit 1 (HU 1)

Connections from HU 1 to state
units

weight from HU 1
to state unit “I” is
set to 0.5 (black blob)

weight from HU 1
to state unit “R”
is set to -0.5 (white blob)
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Figure 26. Continued form Figure 25 on page 77. The growth of the input windows of the hidden units and
the allocation of a second hidden unit: Right: After the second epoch, the input window of the first hidden
unit is increased. Middle: After the third epoch, a second hidden unit is allocated with an input width of one
frame. The connections from the hidden units to the state units are shown on the right side: The second
hidden unit is allocated because the letters “I” and “O” were pairwise confused. The initial weight from the
second hidden unit to the state unit representing “I” is set to 0.5 (as indicated by the second black blob) and
the weight to the state unit representing “O” is set to -0.5 (as indicated by the white blob).

Growth of the input
window of HU 1 after
the second epoch

Allocation of HU 2
for the “I”-”O”
 confusion after third epoch

Connections from HU 1 and HU 2
to the state units

weight from HU 1
to state unit “R”

weight from HU 2
to state unit “O”
is set to -0.5

was already set to
-0.5 in previous epoch

weight from HU 1 to
state unit “I” was already
set to 0.5 in previous epoch

weight from HU 2 to
state unit “I” is set to
0.5
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5.5.4  How to Initialize new Resources?

All connections from either the input to a state unit or the input to a hidden unit are initialized
randomly. This reduces the risk that the new connections disturb the learning process. A side-
effect is that noise is added which prevents the network from getting stuck in local minima. This
noise is reduced afterwards because the new connections are trained together with the already
existing connections.

Some experiments were also conducted with a non-random initialization of the weights from
the input to the state unit after the allocation of a new state unit (see Section 5.5.2 on page 69).
Since the size of the input window of the “old” state unit is halved (to avoid a dramatic increase in
the number of trainable parameters), it would also be possible to use the values of the removed
weights as the initialization of the connections of the “new” state. Both methods were compared
under exactly the same conditions on the alphabet recognition task with 520 training patterns. The
results are shown in Table 12 on page 79. The random initialization is slightly better.

Additional experiments were conducted with a random initialization of the weights from the
hidden units to the state units instead of the symmetric/zero non-random initialization (see
Section 5.5.3 on page 74). The results are shown in Table 13 on page 79. The random initializa-
tion is only slightly worse than the non-random initialization.

TABLE 12. A comparison of two different initialization methods for the weights from the input to
the state units after the allocation of a new state (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS, 520 training patterns)

Initialization of the weights from input to the “new” state unit after the alloca-
tion of a new state unit

validation per-
formance

random 81.5%
with the values of the weights that were removed from the “old” state unit 78.3%

TABLE 13. A comparison of two different initialization methods for the weights from the newly
allocated hidden units to the state units (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS, 520 training patterns)

Initialization of the weights from the newly allocated hidden unit to the state
units

validation per-
formance

symmetric/zero (see Section 5.5.3 on page 74) 81.5%
random 80.6%
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5.5.5  Should all Connections be Trained Equally?

Many connections in the network are added when the error at the output units is quite low
already. This means that they do not receive the same amount of training as connections that were
trained from the beginning. This can be an advantage, because there is less danger that the
‘young’ connections contribute to overfitting, especially if they are initialized with small random
values.

The small amount of training of the young connections could also be a disadvantage because
these connections are not used to their full potential. Additional simulations with an adaptive
learning rate that reduces the learning rate depending on the age of a connection were done. The
following methods were tried:

where  is the age of the youngest connection in the network,  is the age of a con-
nection and  is the standard learning rate. Both methods reduce the learning rate for old connec-
tions when new connections are added. Training of these networks took a little bit longer and the
results were worse (see table x). This suggests that unequal training is indeed an advantage of
constructive learning algorithms.

5.5.6  Smoothing of the DTW Path

In case of more than one state unit per output unit the inputs of the output units can be com-
puted in three different ways: The simplest way is to give each state unit an equal share of the
time slice that the output unit represents. The second possibility is to use Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) [Sakoe, 1978] to find the best path through the activation matrix of the state units. The

TABLE 14. Speech Recognition Results (Segmented Spelled Alphabet Recognition,
SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS)

performance
training data

performance
validation
data

without adaptation of the learning rate depending on the age
of a connection

99.8% 90.2%

adapting the learning rate ( ) 97.8% 88.7%
adapting the learning rate ( ) 94.6% 84.4%
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third possibility is to smooth the DTW path by Gaussian functions positioned according to the
DTW segmentation. Smoothing of the DTW path allows the states to model the transitions
between two states more accurately. If each state specializes on different parts of the spectrogram,
then the transition between these parts may not be modeled by any of them. Smoothing allows
both states to partially represent the transition (see Figure 27 on page 81).

Figure 27. The activation of the output units can be computed in three different ways: A.) Each state unit
gets the same time-slice B.) Using DTW to find the best path through the activation matrix of the state units
and C.) Using Gaussian functions positioned according to the DTW segmentation to smooth the DTW path.

output unit

state units

time

output unit

state units

time

output unit

state units

time
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5.6  Typical Training Runs with the ASO Algorithm
The following pictures show the initial architecture of the MS-TDNN for the recognition of

segmented spelled letters (SEG_SR_ALPG_DBS). The network is initialized with one state per
letter, an input window width of one frame and no hidden units (see Figure 28 on page 82).
Figure 29 on page 83 shows the weights from input to the state units after training. As can be
seen, the ASO algorithm constructed an architecture that is far from homogeneous. The number
of states varies considerably.

Figure 28. The initialized network for the alphabet recognition task (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). All words are
modeled by one state. The window size for each state is one. The values of the weights are too small to be
seen as black and white blobs on this scale. See Figure 29 on page 83 for the trained and optimized
network.
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Figure 29. The weights from the input units to the state units for the segmented alphabet recognition task
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS) after training. Negative weights are displayed by white blobs, positive weights by
black blobs. The weights for the “A” model are displayed at the left bottom. “A” is modeled by two state
units. Each of these state units gets input from input windows with size 8. The words “B”, “C”, “D”, and
“E” are modeled by three states each, etc.
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6.  Final Results with the ASO Approach
(Segmented Data)

The final evaluation of the ASO algorithm on segmented data was carried out on the segmented
alphabet recognition task (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS) and two handwritten character recognition
tasks (SEG_OLHR_DIGIT and SEG_OLHR_A_Z). The databases were cut into training data,
validation data and testing data. The validation data was used to determine the stopping criterion
for the training phase.

Evaluation of the ASO algorithm requires the comparison with manually optimized MS-
TDNN architectures. In many of these comparisons, the handtuning was done by myself. To avoid
potential bias, the ASO system is also compared with handtuned architectures that were proposed
and implemented by other researchers. In retrospective it is hard to quantify the effort for the
manual tuning done by myself. The performances of the manual tuned architectures were
achieved after at least 20 manual optimization steps (meaning at least 20 training runs for each
task, each requiring up to 50 hours processing time on a DEC 5000/200 workstation).
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6.1  Experimental Methodology
The following methods were used to determine the performance on the test set:

• The MS-TDNN architecture was trained with standard Back-Propagation [Rumelhart,
1986].

• The network was trained and optimized for a generous number of epochs. Resources were
limited according to the function introduced in Section 5.4.3 on page 63. The validation set
was run through the network after each fifth epoch. At these intermediate evaluations, the
architecture, the weights and the validation performance were stored on disk.

• After training/optimization, the best architecture was selected according to the validation
performance.

• The best architecture was loaded from disk and the test data was run through this architec-
ture.

6.2  Segmented Speech Data: Alphabet Recognition
The results on the segmented speech database for both manually optimized architectures and

automatically optimized architectures are summarized below (see Table 15 on page 86,
Table 16 on page 87). The first table shows the general ability of the ASO algorithm to match the
performance of a handtuned system. In the case of Gaussian smoothing of the DTW path (see
Section 5.5.6 on page 80), the results are even superior to the manually tuned version (also with
Gaussian smoothing).

Table 16 on page 87 shows that the system is much more flexible with the ASO algorithm. The
MS-TDNN architecture was manually tuned for a training set of 2210 training patterns. Addi-
tional training runs with exactly the same architecture were conducted with a reduced training set
of 520 and 1040 training examples. All systems were then evaluated by the same test set.

TABLE 15. Speech Recognition Results (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS, 2210 training patterns)

performance
training data

performance
testing data

manually optimized MS-TDNN architecture with DTW 94.3% 85.0%
manually optimized MS-TDNN with Gaussian smoothing
of the DTW path

98.9% 88.0%

automatically optimized MS-TDNN architecture with stan-
dard DTW

97.1% 85.0%

automatically optimized MS-TDNN with Gaussian
smoothing of the DTW path

99.5% 92.2%
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The ASO algorithm was used to optimize the MS-TDNN for all of these three training set
sizes. The table shows that the system with ASO is much more flexible because the performances
on the “new” training set sizes (520 and 1040 training patterns) are much better. This experiment
shows clearly that the ASO algorithm is able the adapt to system to the size of the database.

6.3  Single Handwritten Digits and Letters
The results for the recognition of handwritten digits and capital letters are summarized in

Table 17 on page 87 and Table 16 on page 87. Results with different manually optimized architec-
tures (single state TDNNs) are added for comparison.

The results of these tests are especially important since most of the development of the ASO
algorithm was done with segmented speech data. The results show that the architectural optimiza-
tion by the ASO algorithm is equally effective for handwriting data.

TABLE 16. Segmented Alphabet Recognition Results Depending on Training Set Size
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS

number of training patterns test performance with MS-
TDNN architecture manu-
ally optimized for 2210
training patterns

test performance with automati-
cally optimized MS-TDNN archi-
tecture

520 75.7% 81.5%
1040 79.5% 88.5%
2210 88.0% 92.2%

TABLE 17. Handwritten Character Recognition Results (SEG_OLHR_DIGIT)

performance
training data

performance
testing data

manually optimized MS-TDNN architecture without hidden
units

98.3% 96.5%

automatic optimization of the window size, 1 state unit per
output unit

97.2% 97.0%

automatic optimization of the window size and the number of
state units

99.6% 98.0%

automatically optimized architecture with Gaussian smooth-
ing of the DTW path

100% 99.5%

TDNN by [Guyon, 1991] applied to SEG_OLHR_DIGIT 100% 95.5%
TDNN architecture manually optimized by Stefan Manke
(University of Karlsruhe, Germany) for SEG_OLHR_DIGIT

100% 98.5%
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6.4  Conclusions ASO Algorithm on Segmented Data
The results on three different tasks show that the ASO algorithm can achieve equal or better

results than handtuned architectures without any tuning to the particular task.Table 16 on page 87
and Table 16 on page 87 show that the MS-TDNN network optimized by ASO can adapt to differ-
ent amounts of training data. The handtuned architecture performed equally well for the amount
of data that it was optimized for, but did not generalize as well for more data and failed to learn a
small subset completely for various learning rates and momentums.

Figure 29 on page 83 shows the connections from the input layer to the state layer after con-
structing the network with the ASO algorithm for the alphabet recognition task (SEG_SR_AL-
PH_DBS). 16 letters are modeled by three states, 6 words are modeled by two states and four
words are modeled by one state only. The architecture constructed by the ASO algorithm is very
heterogeneous in the sense that it would be very time-consuming to find such an architecture by
hand.

The results suggest that the ASO algorithm is able to optimize MS-TDNN type networks for
real world applications with varying amounts of training data effectively.

The design principles of the ASO algorithm (as described in Section 5.1 on page 52) should
also allow the design of automatic structuring algorithms for other tasks. Combinations of the
ASO algorithm with Optimal Brain Damage [Le Cun, 1990] did require significantly more pro-
cessing time and did not lead to better recognition performances. This suggests that the ASO algo-
rithm alone is very robust against overallocation of resources and that no pruning algorithm is
necessary.

TABLE 18. Handwritten Character Recognition Results (SEG_OLHR_A_Z) Depending on
Training Set Size

number of training patterns test performance with
TDNN architecture manu-
ally optimized for 1170
training patterns

test performance with automati-
cally optimized MS-TDNN archi-
tecture

520 no convergence 81.5%
1170 88.5% 88.5%
1560 90.5% 91.3%
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6.5  Comparison with the Tempo 2 Algorithm
In this thesis, three different approaches to automatic resource allocation for spatio-temporal

tasks have been evaluated on the same segmented data so far:
• The Tempo 2 algorithm
• The Tempo 2/TDNN hybrid
• The ASO algorithm

The goal of this thesis is an automatic connectionist algorithm that can reach the same perfor-
mance as manually tuned state-of-the-art systems. The following sections summarize the results
from the last chapters and compare the recognition performances. The most promising algorithm
was tested with continuous speech (see Chapter 8 on page 103).

The models that were proposed are very different in design:
• The Tempo 2 algorithm optimizes a connectionist architecture by small gradual changes. A

supervised gradient descent method is used to learn important architectural parameters. The
internal representation in a network with hidden units is distributed both over units and
time.

• The Automatic Structure Optimization (ASO) algorithm is a completely different approach.
Instead of slow gradual changes of the architecture, units and connections are added using a
more performance-oriented constructive approach. During training, the network starts with
a local internal representation that gets more and more distributed the more state units are
added.

• The TDNN/Tempo 2 hybrid is in-between these two approaches.

These first three models have been extensively tested on the same data sets. After many train-
ing runs the following conclusions can be made:
• The application of the Tempo 2 algorithm with hidden units to large tasks is computationally

expensive and suffers from convergence problems. The performance was very good on a
small /b/, /d/ and /g/ classification task, but a large network for alphabet recognition suffered
from local minima and did not perform as well as the same network without hidden units.
Additionally, training took very long with large networks.

• The Tempo 2 network without hidden units did remarkably well. It seems as if the adapta-
tion of time-delays and the widths of the input windows reduces the need for a nonlinear
mapping that can only be realized with hidden units.

• The TDNN/Tempo 2 Hybrid with hidden units did even better than the Tempo 2 approach.
• The ASO approach did best on the same task.

These results suggest that starting with a local representation and then slowly changing to a
more distributed representation (ASO approach) is more effective than starting with a completely
distributed representation from the beginning (Tempo 2 approach with hidden units). The superi-
ority of the ASO approach over the Tempo 2 approach could also be due to the different resource
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allocation techniques. The Tempo 2 approach is based on a learning rule that does small gradual
changes to the network structure while the ASO approach uses a performance oriented decision
rule to add connections and units to the network. The superiority of the ASO approach over the
Tempo 2 approach conforms with Gemans conclusions that important properties of the task
should be build into the architecture and should not be learned in any statistical meaningful way
[Geman, 1991]. These results also support a relatively strict constructionist view of brain devel-
opment where the major structure is established primarily under genetic and developmental con-
trol [Kandel. 1981].

Overall, the ASO algorithm seems to be the most promising approach for the application to
continuous speech.
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7.  The Automatic Validation Analyzing
Control System (AVACS)

In previous chapters, a constructive algorithm was described that successfully allocates differ-
ent types of architectural resources. The constructive process is stopped when the performance on
an independent validation set decreases. Although the algorithm was shown to construct efficient
architectures, the use of a whole validation set to just measure one number (i. e. the performance)
can be considered wasteful. If a whole data set is already set apart for evaluation purposes, the
result could possibly be analyzed more carefully.

The scenario is similar to a teaching situation in a school: A teacher spends a lot of time teach-
ing a class. At the end of the class, an exam is written. The teacher evaluates the exam and gives
grades. If the teacher just looks at the grades, can he improve his own teaching? The grades just
tell him something about the intelligence of the students and the overall quality of his own teach-
ing, but the grades do not tell him which mistakes were made. Of course, the information is right
there in the written exams, it is very easy to detect what kind of mistakes the students made and
which question they could not answer. The exams do not tell the teacher why the students could
not answer a question correctly, but knowing which question they could not answer is certainly
preferable to only knowing that they could not answer n% of the questions correctly.
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The same thoughts should also hold for artificial learning machines. A learning algorithm
should get more information from the validation run than just a single number. Detailed informa-
tion about which mistakes were made is often available from a validation set, so why should it not
be used?

The Automatic Validation Analyzing Control System (AVACS) analyzes the output of the sys-
tem carefully and controls the resource allocation of the ASO algorithm with this information
(see Figure 33 on page 100). The tools of the AVACS algorithm are described in the next section.
The tools are then used to show the reader that overfitting can be detected early in a training run.

7.1  Tools of the AVACS Algorithm: The Confusion-
Difference Matrix

The confusion-difference matrix is used to selectively display overfitting. The elements  of
this matrix are computed as:

and

where  are the elements of the confusion matrices normalized by the number of appearances
of a particular class in the data. The sign of the elements on the diagonal (j=i) has to be changed
because in these cases the  do represent the right classifications and no misclassifications. The
interpretation of the difference matrix is straightforward:
• Small numbers or positive numbers indicate that the network generalizes well on the valida-

tion data. This means that the network should also generalize well on the final test set if the
validation set is representative for the task. In this case there is no need to limit the alloca-
tion of further resources to further increase the performance on the training data.

• Negative numbers indicate that the performance on the validation data is worse than the per-
formance on the training data, which is quite normal depending on the number of effective
parameters, the number of training patterns and the noise variance of the data [Moody,
1991]. However, it is possible to detect those classes that generalize worse than other
classes.

• Large negative numbers indicate serious overfitting. This information is used by AVACS to
selectively decelerate/stop further resource allocation.

Why does AVACS use the confusion-difference matrix? AVACS is designed to control the
ASO algorithm when too many trainable parameters were allocated. Large negative numbers in
the confusion-difference matrix are a direct indicator of overfitting. This class-specific overfitting
information can be used to limit resource allocation by the ASO algorithm. Because of the struc-
tured approach that is used by ASO to construct the network, it is possible to assign resources to

dij

dij cij train( ) cij validation( )<= if j <> i
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classes or pairs of classes that have to be classified. If the allocation of parameters has led to over-
fitting (as directly indicated by the confusion-difference matrix) then it is possible to select all
resources that are involved in this. In case of serious overfitting it is probably best to stop further
resource allocation at all. It is also possible to distinguish between local overfitting (some classes
overfit, but not many) and global overfitting (most classes overfit) and control the allocation of
resources by ASO appropriately.

Small negative numbers or positive numbers in the confusion-difference matrix are also impor-
tant information for the ASO algorithm because it can continue (or even accelerate) resource allo-
cation for these classes.

7.2  Application of the Confusion-Difference Matrix
The careful analysis of the validation results is especially important in situations where a com-

plex task has to be learned from a very small database. The complexity of the task requires a com-
plex algorithm with many trainable parameters, but these parameters can not be estimated well
due to the small amount of training data. The following examples show such training runs. Just
looking at the confusion-difference matrix reveals that
• overfitting problems can be detected easily
• overfitting problems are often not equally distributed over the whole problem. Rather, there

are some very local problems.

7.2.1  Typical Training Runs with large Networks and a Small Amount of
Training Data

Table 19 on page 94 shows the confusion matrix of a network with many parameters that is
trained by a small amount of training data. The network learns almost all of the 520 training pat-
terns within 200 epochs. However, the network does not generalize well. The confusion matrix on
the test set is shown in Table 20 on page 95. The performance on the test set is only 77.7%

The use of a table to display the confusion-difference matrices is not very convenient because
many numbers have to be read for the interpretation of the matrices. The use of a graphic display
(where the value of the elements of the matrix is proportional to the size of little blobs) makes the
distribution of the generalization capability much more obvious. Each of the following figures
(for example Figure 30 on page 96) shows four different confusion matrices simultaneously:
• the confusion matrix on the training data on the left bottom
• the confusion matrix on the validation data on the right bottom
• the confusion-difference matrix on the upper left
• the confusion matrix on the testing data on the upper right.
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TABLE 19. The confusion matrix of a MS-TDNN with a large number of parameters
(17164 independent parameters, width of the input windows = 10 frames, 10 hidden
units). The network could learn the training data (520 patterns, SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS)
much better than shown in this confusion matrix. However, further training would
decrease test performance. The confusion matrix on the test data is shown in Table 20 on
page 95.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A 20
B 16  1  3  1
C 20
D  2 17  1
E 18
F 20
G 18  1
H  1 20
I 20
J 20
K  1 20  2
L 20  1
M  1 20  1
N 19
O 19
P  1  1 19  1  2
Q  1 14
R 20
S 20
T  2 20
U  1 15
V  1  2 18  1
W  1 17
X 20
Y 20
Z 20
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The interpretation of the figures is simple: For the confusion matrices on training, validation
and testing data the size of the black blobs is proportional to the number of confusions. The scal-
ing is such that the full blob represents all appearances of a particular class in the data set. The ele-
ments of the confusion-difference matrix can have both positive and negative values. Positive
numbers are indicated by black blobs, negative numbers are indicated by white blobs. This means
that large white blobs indicate a poor generalization performance since a large negative value for

 indicates that there were more confusions on the validation set than on the training set.

The confusion matrix on the testing data is only displayed to show the relevance of the confu-
sion matrix of the validation data. All conclusions drawn from the confusion matrix on the valida-
tion data are correct if the confusion matrices on validation and testing data are similar or almost
equal1. The testing-performance on the confusion matrix on the testing data is, of course, never
used as a stopping criterion or as a criterion for resource allocation.

1.  The relevance of the confusion matrix on the validation set is of course dependent on the size of the validation set.

TABLE 20. The confusion matrix of a very large network on the test data (test
performance is 77.7%, SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS)
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A 15  2  2  1
B 14  1  1  1  3  3  1  2
C 18  1  2  3
D  2 10  1  2  3  1  2
E  1  2 16  1  2
F  1  1 20  1  1  2
G 13  3  1  1
H  4 13
I 18  1
J  2 20
K 14  1
L 20  1
M 14  1
N  2  4 20  4  1  2
O 12  1  1
P  3  1  8  1
Q  1  1  1  2 13
R 18  1
S 17
T  2  2  5  5 19
U  1 11
V  1  1  1  2  8
W  2  1  2 18
X 20
Y  1 18
Z  1  1  1 17

dij
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Figure 30. A typical training run of a very large network (with fixed architecture) trained with a small
amount of training data (CONNECTED_SR_ALPH_MJMT). The confusion matrices on training,
validation and testing data and the confusion-difference matrix are shown after the first epoch (top) and
the tenth epoch (bottom). After ten epochs, many of the initial errors still remain, but first learning
progress is evident.
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Figure 31. Continued from Figure 30 on page 96. The capabilities of the network after 25 epochs (top) and
50 epochs (bottom). Some serious misclassifications remain on the training data. Additionally, the large
white blobs in the confusion-difference matrices show that 1.) the network already has some overfitting
problems and 2.) that these overfitting problems are not equally distributed over the whole confusion-
difference matrix.
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Figure 32. Continued from Figure 31 on page 97. The capabilities of the network after 100 epochs (top)
and after 250 epochs (bottom). In both cases, the training data is learned well, but there are still some
serious misclassifications on both the validation and testing data. A comparison with Figure 31 on page 97
shows, that the most serious generalization problems (as indicated by large white blobs in the confusion-
difference matrix) are the same as after 50 or even 25 epochs (see Figure 31 on page 97).
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7.3  The Automatic Validation Analyzing Control System
(AVACS)

AVACS monitors the learning and tuning process and is designed to detect poorly generalizing
models on a class by class basis as early as possible. A validation set is used to test the generaliza-
tion ability of the system frequently in the training run. The confusion matrices are computed for
both the training and the validation data. From these matrices a new confusion-difference matrix
with the elements  is computed. The interpretation of the confusion-difference matrix is
straightforward:
• Small numbers or positive numbers indicate that the network generalizes well on the valida-

tion data.
• Negative numbers indicate that the performance on the validation data is worse than the per-

formance on the training data, which is quite normal depending on the number of effective
parameters, the number of training patterns and the noise variance of the data [Moody,
1991]. However, it is possible to detect those classes that generalize worse than other
classes. This could indicate four possible problems:
1.) The ASO algorithm allocated too many parameters.
2.) The particular model does not fit because the gradient descent training did not reach the glo-
bal minimum because of initial conditions.
3.) The particular model does not fit because the architecture of the network does not fit for the
task.
4.) The particular model does not fit because of inconsistent training/validation data. More
examples of this particular class are needed for consistent training of the system.

There are many options for recovery from poor generalization. The simplest option is to con-
taminate all weights of a certain class with a certain amount of noise. This method, although very
simple, performed very well in our experiments (with 10 - 30% noise). Changing the weight
decay parameter  is also very simple and effective.

More sophisticated methods for recovery from poor generalization were tried, too. For exam-
ple, it is possible to change the default order in which resources are allocated (see Figure 17 on
page 67). Another option is to completely re-initialize the poorly generalizing parts of the net-
work and to retrain them. In all experiments none of these methods performed better than the con-
tamination with noise. It is probably best to try a certain number of these options automatically
and, if none of these helped, tell the user to collect more training data or to accept the current gen-
eralization capability. Figure 33 on page 100 shows the complete system of a MS-TDNN that is
automatically structured by the ASO module, which itself is controlled by the AVACS module.

dij

h
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Figure 33. System overview including the ASO and the AVACS modules.

7.4  Performances
AVACS was evaluated on the segmented spoken letter recognition task (SEG_SR_AL-

PH_DBS) with two training set sizes (520 and 2200 training patterns). Table 21 on page 100
shows the results on this task of a handtuned MS-TDNN (tuned for a training set size of 2200
training patterns), a MS-TDNN optimized by ASO and a MS-TDNN optimized by ASO with
AVACS. The results show a small improvement for the large training set (2200 patterns) and a sig-
nificant improvement for the small training set (520 patterns) using AVACS. These results suggest
that AVACS is advantageous when the training set is extremely small for the complexity of the
task.

TABLE 21. Alphabet Recognition Results Depending On Training Set Size
(SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS). AVACS uses contamination with 25% noise for all weights of a poorly
generalizing class.

test performance (520 training
patterns)

test performance (2200 training
patterns)

handtuned MSTDNN 75.7% 88.0%
MSTDNN with ASO 81.5% 91.7%
MSTDNN with ASO +
AVACS

83.5% 92.3%

ValidationTraining

AVACSASO

MSTDNN

ValidationTraining

Control

Structure

DataData

Output Output

Test
Data

Generalization
Performance
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7.5  Discussion
In the previous section it was shown that AVACS can improve generalization performance,

especially if the database is extremely small for the complexity of the problem. Although the val-
idation set is never directly used for architectural optimization, it is used to control resource allo-
cation by ASO, which means that it is indirectly used for architectural optimization. One might
argue that the validation set becomes part of the training set and that its value as an independent
test of overfitting is destroyed. This can only be avoided by using two independent validation sets.
This may not always be practical. My experiments suggest that the results achieved by AVACS
with one validation set are better than the results without AVACS. These results suggest that the
advantage from AVACS is greater than the loss of independence of the validation set.
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8.  Extension to Continuous Speech
Recognition Systems

The recognition of continuous speech is considerably harder than the recognition of isolated
words. There are two reasons: First, word boundaries are typically not detectable in continuous
speech. This results in additional confusable words and phrases (for example “youth in Asia” and
“Euthanasia”) as well as a larger search space. The second problem is that there is much greater
variability in continuous speech due to stronger coarticulation (or inter-phoneme effects) and
poorer articulation (“did you” becomes “didja” etc.).

In contrast to continuous speech, connected speech is usually limited to small vocabularies and
single sentences, but features the same difficulties (coarticulation/articulation effects, unknown
word boundaries, and search space). The recognition of connected letters is a very demanding
task for automatic speech recognition systems because strings of spelled letters are highly confus-
able. Even human beings have often difficulty to understand strings correctly if no domain knowl-
edge can be used to repair recognition errors. The high confusability of spelled letters has often
led to the use of keywords for certain letters (“beta” for “b” or “delta” for “d” etc.). The high con-
fusability of continuously spelled letters makes this task a suitable candidate for the final evalua-
tion of the ASO algorithm. As it is a non-trivial task for state-of-the-art SR systems [Hild, 1993],
[Hild, 1993b], advanced architectural optimization is necessary for best possible performance and
it should be a challenge for an automatic optimization algorithm.
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8.1  One-Stage Dynamic Time Warping
The recognition of connected words requires two operations:

• nonlinear time-alignment
• recognition.

In case of connected letters, each letter is treated as a word, and a sequence of spelled letters is
treated as a sentence. The system developed for the recognition of segmented spoken letters or
single written characters already performs nonlinear time-alignment and recognition simulta-
neously, but does not incorporate word boundary detection as the individual words handseg-
mented from the continuous string. The extension to connected letter recognition can be
efficiently done by the use of the one-stage Dynamic Programming algorithm [Ney, 1984]. The
search for the optimal path is constrained by two types of transition rules: transition rules inside
the word (letter) and across word (letter) boundaries. Carrying out the optimization using these
path constraints and dynamic programming is done simultaneously, hence the name “one-stage”
algorithm.

A detailed description of the one-stage algorithm is omitted as the application of Multi-State
Time Delay Neural Networks to connected letter recognition can be found elsewhere (see
[Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1992a], [Haffner, 1992b], [Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b]) and is not the
primary topic of this thesis. However, it provides a state-of-the-art system, a challenge for perfor-
mance comparison of the automatic structuring algorithm developed in this thesis. The applica-
tion of the ASO algorithm to connected letter recognition is simple and straightforward: The
confusion matrices and confusion-symmetry matrices are computed for letters that are labeled for
the first training epochs (bootstrapping, see [Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1992a], [Haffner, 1992b],
[Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b]). The results presented in this chapter suggest that no further exten-
sion of the ASO algorithm to connected letter recognition is necessary.

8.2  Substitutions, Insertions and Deletions
Continuous speech recognizers are harder to evaluate than isolated word recognizers because

insertion and deletion errors can occur in addition to substitution errors which can occur in both
systems. Typical examples of these three classes of errors are shown in the next sections. The ref-
erence string is shown in the first row and the hypothesis of the speech recognizer is shown in the
second row:

8.2.1  Substitutions

A typical substitution error of automatic letter recognizers is shown in the first example. The
letter “b” is recognized as a “d”:

REF: v a g a B o n d

HYP: v a g a D o n d
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8.2.2  Insertions

The following example shows an insertion error: The speech recognizer adds a letter at the end
of the sentence:

REF: h h j p q *

HYP: h h j p q O

8.2.3  Deletions

A typical deletion error is shown in the next example. The speech recognizer does not recog-
nize the second “r” in the sentence:

REF: c a r R y

HYP: c a r * y

8.2.4  The Word Accuracy

The final performance of the system is computed by a small program which compares both the
reference file and the hypothesis file and computes the percentage of each type of error. The
“word accuracy”  is computed as follows:

where  is the number of substitutions,  is the number of deletions,  is the number of
insertions and  is the number of words (letters) in the database.

8.3  Duration Constraints
The search of the optimal path by the one-stage algorithm can be constrained in many ways.

Duration constraints for states or words (letters) are simple and can improve the recognition per-
formance significantly. Simply put, these duration constraints allow the search algorithm to stay
in one state for a minimal or maximal number of frames. Minimum constraints are very effective
to avoid insertions, which otherwise appear frequently in connected letter recognition (consider
the sequence “B - E - E - E”). Since optimal duration constraints greatly depend on the number of
states, it is necessary to adjust the duration constraints automatically because the number of states
is optimized by the ASO algorithm. A very elaborate technique that models the duration of the
phonemes by a Gaussian distribution has been developed by Hild [Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b],

wa

wa 1 sub del ins+ +
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but the following simple technique works very well, too: The average duration  of each letter
is computed from the training data. The minimum state duration  is computed by

where  is an empirical constant factor,  rounds the value of the quotient to an integer,
and  is the actual number of states that are used to model a letter. A good value for  was
found empirically by using a network with a fixed architecture and running the validation set (100
sentences) through the system. The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 22 on
page 106. The table shows that the number of deletions increases significantly for
(leading to large minimum durations ). Insertions are totally avoided in this case. The number
of insertions grows significantly for  (leading to small minimum durations). The range
in-between leads to a good balance between deletion and insertion errors.

It is also possible to use constant minimum durations . The results for the handtuned archi-
tecture1 are similar to the results presented in Table 22 on page 106 and are shown in Table 23 on
page 107. For small minimum durations ( ) the high number of insertion errors reduces the
word accuracy significantly. For large minimum duration constraints ( ) the large number of
deletion errors reduces the word accuracy. The optimum is in-between.

1.  The number of states of each letter does not vary that much in the handtuned architecture. Silence was modeled by
two states and all other letters were modeled by four states.

TABLE 22. Connected letter recognition results (CONNECTED_SR_ALPH_MJMT) of a
fixed architecture depending on duration constraint constant. The constant was set to 1.25
in the training run and the validation set was used to determine the stopping criterion.

const % Substitutions % Deletions % Insertions % Word Accuracy
1.0 2.4 11.8 0.0 85.5
1.1 1.8 3.2 0.0 94.9
1.2 1.5 1.8 0.1 96.6
1.25 1.9 1.4 0.3 96.4
1.3 2.0 1.1 0.4 96.5
1.4 1.6 0.9 0.7 96.8
1.5 1.8 0.9 0.9 96.4
1.6 2.0 0.8 1.8 95.4
2.0 2.3 0.6 4.1 93.0
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8.4  Experimental Methodology
There are several limitations when a database of this size and complexity is used for training.

In the database there is one sentence per file. The files of such databases are usually not directly
on the disk of the machine that is used for training. Rather, they have to be read from disks on
other machines via the local data network. If this is done frequently (i.e. each epoch), the process-
ing time is increased significantly. In this case it is advantageous to load the whole database into
the memory once due to speed increase. This reduces the memory available for the speech recog-
nizer and the freedom for the allocation of architectural resources. In the following training run,
the resources were limited due to memory constraints in the following way:
• The number of hidden units was limited to 25. This seems to be a rather low upper bound

compared to other MSTDNN implementations ([Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1992a],
[Haffner, 1992b], [Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b]), but the direct connections from the input to
the state units reduce the required number of hidden units because there is a shortcut
between the input and the state units and not all information has to be pumped through the
hidden units. Figure 36 on page 113 shows an example where 9 hidden units were allo-
cated. In all training runs up to 21 hidden units have been allocated. This means that 25 hid-
den units is a generous upper limit which does not affect the behavior of ASO.

• The width of all input windows was limited to 10 frames, which responds to a temporal con-
text of 100 ms. Although the ASO algorithm did sometimes allocate larger windows for
other tasks (SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS), 100 ms of temporal context should be really sufficient.
It was never observed that the generalization performance changed significantly when the
window width was also limited to 10 frames on other speech tasks (SEG_SR_BDG, SEG_-
SR_ALPH_DBS).

• The number of states was limited to four states per letter. This may sound like a s serious
limitation, especially for long letters like “W”. It should be noted that together with adaptive
input window size of state and hidden units there are many possibilities to cover “long” let-
ters like “W”.

TABLE 23. Connected letter recognition results (CONNECTED_SR_ALPH_MJMT) of a
fixed architecture depending on a fixed minimum duration. The minimum duration was set
to 4 in the training run and the validation set was used to determine the stopping criterion.

% Substitutions % Deletions % Insertions % Word Accuracy
1 2.9 0.4 11.3 85.4
3 2.7 0.6 4.0 92.7
4 2.4 0.9 0.9 95.8
5 1.8 1.6 0.2 96.4
6 1.4 4.6 0.0 93.9
8 3.2 32.0 0.0 64.8

mi
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The above limitations avoided swapping on the available machines (DEC 5000/200 with 24
MB of memory) and allowed reasonable processing times. The architecture shown in the follow-
ing figures was optimized by ASO without AVACS. As mentioned before, AVACS is not neces-
sary if such a large database as CONNECTED_SR_ALPH_MJMT is available for training.

The following methods were used to determine the word accuracy:
• The MS-TDNN architecture was trained with standard Back-Propagation [Rumelhart,

1986].
• The network was trained and optimized for a generous number of epochs. Resources were

limited according to the function introduced in Section 5.4.3 on page 63. The validation set
was run through the network after each fifth epoch. At these intermediate evaluations, the
architecture, the weights and the validation performance were stored on disk.

• After training/optimization, the best architecture was selected according to the validation
performance.

• The best architecture was loaded from disk and the test data was run through this architec-
ture.

8.5  Performance
Table 24 on page 108 shows a comparison of the recognition results on speaker dependent con-

nected letter recognition. 500 sentences were used for training, 100 sentences for validation and
400 sentences for testing. A MS-TDNN architecture handtuned by myself reaches 96.8%, the
same system tuned by ASO reaches 97.4% and a MS-TDNN system developed by Hermann Hild
reaches 97.5%. See “Evaluation” on page 119 for further discussion of these results.

TABLE 24. Performance comparisons on the connected spelled alphabet recognition task (500
training sentences, 100 validation sentences, and 400 test sentences,
CONNECTED_SR_ALPH_MJMT).

System description Word Accuracy
MSTDNN manually optimized by Hermann Hild at UKA, trained

with phoneme labels, handtuned number of states per phoneme, num-
ber of hidden units and window sizes, Gaussian modeling of duration
constraints

97.5%

MSTDNN manually optimized by myself, trained with letter labels
only, handtuned number of states per letter, number of hidden units and
window sizes, simple duration control

96.8%

MSTDNN optimized by ASO, trained with letter labels only, auto-
matic optimization of the number of states per letter, number of hidden
units and window sizes, simple duration control

97.4%
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8.6  A Typical Training Run with the ASO Algorithm
The following figures show the architecture that was optimized by the ASO algorithm for the

full training set (500 training sentences) of the connected letter recognition task (CONNECTED_-
SR_ALPH_MJMT). Figure 34 on page 111 and Figure 35 on page 112 show the widths of the
input windows, the number of states and all weights for the direct connections from the input to
the state units. As can be seen, the structure optimized by ASO is very complex. The number of
states varies from one (letter “R”) to four (for example the letters “A”, “B”, “D” etc.). The values
of the weights are indicated by the size of the little blobs. A good example for the effect of
unequal training can be seen at the fourth state of letter “D” or the first state of letter “S”: The
blobs are very small compared to the other blobs, indicating that these weights have not been
trained a lot.

The number of states allocated for letter “W” is surprising, too. Normally, one would expect
that a letter with such a long spelling would require many states. The ASO algorithm allocated
only three states with comparatively small input windows. A look at the confusion matrices (see
Figure 40 on page 117) shows that the letter “W” is really no problem in the training data. The
confusion matrix on the validation data shows that the network occasionally classifies an “A”, B”
or “D” as a “W”, which are reasonable confusions1 considering the pronunciation of “W”. In the
test set, only confusions with “D” occur. Figure 38 on page 115 shows that the weights from the
hidden units to the state units representing letter “W” are very strong. This means that the letter
“W” makes use of the non-linearities provided by the hidden units. However, the input windows
from the hidden units to the state units representing “W” are very small (only one frame), indicat-
ing that “W” was not often involved in serious pairwise confusions.

Figure 37 on page 114 and Figure 38 on page 115 show the weights from the hidden units to
the state units. Interestingly, many state units have learned rather strong connections to most of
the hidden units, especially if their input window (to the hidden units) is very small. Classes with
large input windows for these connections are typical candidates for pairwise confusions, for
example “B”, “D”, and “E” or “A” and “H”.

Figure 36 on page 113 shows the weights from the input to the 9 hidden units. Hidden unit
number 8 and 9 were allocated shortly before the best performance on the validation set was
reached. All input weights to these hidden units are very small (as indicated by small blobs)
because the training error was already very low at the time when they were installed. In contrast,
the hidden units 1 to 7 were allocated very early when the error (and the error gradient) was very
large. Interestingly, the size of the input window of the first hidden unit is only one frame, which
indicates that this hidden unit was installed for a pairwise confusion that could be repaired by
such a small input window.

1.  The results shown were obtained with architectural optimization by the ASO algorithm only. The AVACS module
could probably have solved these confusions. AVACS was not used because I thought it would not make much differ-
ence for such a large database (500 training sentences).
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Overall, Figure 34 on page 111, Figure 35 on page 112, Figure 36 on page 113, Figure 37 on
page 114, and Figure 38 on page 115 show that
• the ASO algorithm constructs a rather heterogeneous architecture, meaning that the sizes of

the input windows, the number of states, and the number of hidden units can vary consider-
ably for each letter.

• the allocation of resources is sometimes intuitively reasonable, but sometimes not.
• it is hard to display and interpret a network with more than 20,000 independent parameters.
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Figure 34. The direct weights from the input to the state units for the state units representing “@” (silence),
“A” to “M”. Each of the boxes represents all ingoing weights of a state unit. The index of the 16 spectral
coefficients is on the vertical axis of each box. The width of the input window is given by the horizontal
width of the boxes. The values of the weights are displayed by small blobs inside the boxes. The value of a
weight is proportional to the size of these little blobs. Positive weights are displayed by black blobs, negative
weights by white blobs.
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Figure 35. The direct weights from the input to the state units for the state units representing “N” to “Z”.
See Figure 34 on page 111 for explanation.
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Figure 36. The input weights of the hidden units. The index of the 16 spectral coefficients is on the vertical
axis of each box. The width of the input window is given by the horizontal width of the boxes. The values of
the weights are displayed by small blobs inside the boxes. The value of a weight is proportional to the size of
these blobs. Positive weights are displayed by black blobs, negative weights by white blobs.
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Figure 37. The weights from the hidden units to the state units “@” to “M”. The index of the hidden units is
on the vertical axis and the width of the window is given by the horizontal width of the box.
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Figure 38. The weights from the hidden units to the state units “N” to “Z”. See Figure 37 on page 114 and
Figure 34 on page 111 for explanation.
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Figure 39. The confusion matrices on training data (left bottom), validation data (right bottom), testing
data (right top) and the confusion-difference matrix on the left top of a connected letter recognizer tuned by
the ASO algorithm after 10 epochs of training. The confusion matrices show that the network performs
surprisingly well for the low number of training epochs. The confusion matrices show that the
misclassification errors are not equally distributed over the whole matrices. The big white blobs in the
confusion-difference matrix show that the network generalizes poorly. The reason is that many
misclassifications are not the same in the training data and the validation data, although the performances
are very similar (79% and 71%). The confusion matrices at the end of the training run are shown in
Figure 40 on page 117.
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Figure 40. The confusion matrices on training data (left bottom), validation data (right bottom), testing
data (right top) and the confusion-difference matrix on the left top of a connected letter recognizer tuned by
the ASO algorithm after training. The confusion matrices are almost perfect. The ASO algorithm
constructed an architecture that generalizes equally well for all classes.
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9.  Evaluation
As stated in the introduction, the algorithms developed in this thesis are evaluated under the

following criteria:
• Suitability for small systems (~ 1,000 parameters) as well as for large systems (more than

10,000 parameters): Is the proposed method efficient for various sizes of the system?
• Ease of use for non-expert users: How much knowledge is necessary to adapt the system to

a customized application?
• Final performance: Can the automatically optimized system compete with state-of-the-art

well engineered systems?

The following sections discuss the ASO/AVACS combination under these criteria.

9.1  Performance Comparison with other Systems
Performance comparisons of the ASO system with handtuned systems have already been dis-

cussed in chapters 6 and 7. The ASO algorithm achieved similar or better recognition results as
handtuned systems. In many of these comparisons, the handtuning was done by myself. To avoid
potential bias, the ASO system is also compared with handtuned architectures that were proposed
and implemented by other researchers and that represent state-of-the-art systems.
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The first benchmark is the classification of single on-line handwritten digits (SEG_OLHR_-
DIGITS). The data set was recorded in summer 1991 at IKA in the same way as described in
[Guyon, 1991]. The TDNN architecture proposed by Guyon et al. was implemented by Stefan
Manke from UKA and achieved a performance of 95.5% on the test data. Manke improved the
performance to up to 98.5% on the test set by his own manual tuning [Manke, 1992]. This tuning
was necessary because the original architecture from Guyon et al. was developed for the recogni-
tion of all single on-line characters (digits, lower case letters, and upper case letters) and was
trained with a larger database (12,000 characters from 250 writers instead of 780 digits from
approximately 50 writers). The result after manual tuning of the architecture was 98.5%. The
ASO system achieved 99.5% under the same conditions. All results are summarized in Table 25”
on page 120.

The ASO system was also compared with a system developed by Haffner and Hild for speaker
dependent connected alphabet recognition task [Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1992a], [Haffner,
1992b], [Hild, 1993a], [Hild, 1993b]. Some of the recent improvements like sentence level train-
ing were switched off to allow for comparable experimental conditions1. However, some differ-
ences between the systems remain:
• The MS-TDNN with fixed architecture was trained with labels for phonemes. This is possi-

ble because the actual number of phonemes per letter is known at the beginning of the train-
ing run. It is not possible to use these labels for the training optimized by the ASO algorithm
because the ASO algorithm changes the number of phonemic states per letter significantly
during training.

• Hermann Hild from UKA developed a better duration control based on Gaussian modeling
of letter/phoneme durations. This improved duration modeling was not included in the ASO
system.

Both systems were trained, validated and tested with exactly the same data sets. The results are
summarized in Table 26” on page 121. The MS-TDNN system by Hermann Hild performs com-
parably (97.5% vs. 97.4%) as the ASO-MSTDNN system. The small difference between these
two results is surprising given the fact that

1.  The performance of Hermann Hild’s MS-TDNN system with sentence level training is 98.5% on the test set
(speaker MJMT).

TABLE 25. Handwritten On-Line Character Recognition Results (SEG_OLHR_DIGIT)

System Performance Testing Data
TDNN by [Guyon, 1991], implemented by Manke (UKA) on
SEG_OLHR_DIGIT [Manke, 1992]

95.5%

TDNN architecture manually optimized by Manke (UKA) in
summer 1992 for this data base [Manke, 1992]

98.5%

Automatically optimized architecture with Gaussian smooth-
ing of the DTW path

99.5%
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• 1.) no phoneme labels were used
• 2.) a simpler duration control was used
• 3.) the great amount of manual tuning that was applied to the other system over several

years.

9.2  Suitability for small and large Systems
The ASO algorithm was developed and tested with classification tasks with 10 (on-line hand-

written digits) to 27 classes (connected letter recognition) so far. The smallest system was initial-
ized with 10 state units, no hidden units and an input window of one frame, each consisting of 8
features. This makes a total of ((8 * 10) + 10) = 90 independently trainable weights for the initial
architecture1. After optimization of the architecture, the average architecture had an average num-
ber of 2.6 states per digit, 3.4 hidden units and a window width of 13.2 for the direct weights from
the input to the state units, a width of 8.7 for the windows from the input to the state units, and an
average width of 7.8 for the weights from the hidden units to the state units. The average number
of independently trainable parameters was 3956 in 10 different optimization runs. This was the
smallest problem that the ASO algorithm was applied to so far.

When the ASO algorithm was applied to the connected letter recognition task with 27 classes
(26 letters plus silence), the system was again initialized with one state per letter, no hidden units
and input windows of one frame, each consisting of 16 features (spectral coefficients). This makes
a total of ((27 * 16) + 27) = 459 independently trainable connections. In an average of three opti-
mization runs, the ASO algorithm constructed networks from 17,000 connections to 26,000 con-
nections, with an average of 19,824 connections. This was the largest problem that the ASO
algorithm was applied to so far.

1.  The bias weights are left out in this comparison for simplicity.

TABLE 26. Performance comparisons on the connected alphabet recognition task (500 training sentences,
100 validation sentences, and 400 test sentences) under comparable conditions.

System Description %Word Accuracy
MSTDNN manually optimized by Hermann Hild at UKA, trained with
phoneme labels, handtuned number of states per phoneme, number of hid-
den units and window sizes, Gaussian modeling of duration constraints

97.5%

MSTDNN optimized by ASO, trained with letter labels only, automatic
optimization of the number of states per letter, number of hidden units and
window sizes, simple duration control

97.4%
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For an evaluation of the efficiency of the ASO algorithm it is necessary to compare the total
computational effort for both optimization of the architecture and the training of the weights with
the effort for training of an already handtuned architecture. This comparison can only be based on
the total computation time on a certain machine. The number of training epochs is not useful,
because the ASO algorithm starts with a small number of trainable parameters. This means that
each training epoch at the beginning of the training run is much shorter, but also more training
epochs are required. Table 27” on page 122 shows the relative computational effort for both opti-
mization and training with ASO compared to the training of a handtuned architecture (which is
assumed to be known). The relative computational effort varies from 146% for the classification
of single on-line handwritten digits to 122% for connected spoken letter recognition. Fortunately,
the relative computational effort is high (146%) for the smallest task and lower (122%) for the
largest task. This could be explained by the reduced effort per epoch at the beginning of a training
run in case of constructive learning. However, the relative effort for the first epoch is very similar
in both cases. For example, in the first epoch of the handwritten digits task only 90 of the approx-
imately 4000 connections have to be computed/updated:

In case of connected letter recognition, only 459 instead of approximately 20,000 connections
have to be updated:

These two numbers are very close together and can not explain the lower relative computa-
tional effort for the large task. However, it is also important to note how fast the resources were
allocated in a certain training run. Unfortunately, the actual number of connections at each train-
ing epoch was not stored and no further analysis is possible.

How efficient is the ASO algorithm? The total computational effort for both optimization and
training is always greater than the effort for training of a known optimal handtuned architecture.
This is not surprising because in this comparison it is assumed that the optimal handtuned archi-
tecture is already known, which hardly ever is true. How many training runs does an experienced

TABLE 27. The relative computational effort for the optimization by the ASO algorithm and training
compared to training of a handtuned architecture. The effort for the handtuned architecture (assumed to
be known in advance) is set to 100%

Task Number of sim-
ulation runs

Relative computational
effort under the assumption
that the best architecture is
known

single on-line handwritten digits 10 146%
single on-line handwritten capital letters 5 138%
segmented spoken alphabet recognition 5 133%
connected spoken alphabet recognition 3 122%

90
4000 0.0225=

459
20 000,

0.02295=
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engineer need to find an equivalent architecture? The exact answer to this question is beyond the
topic of this thesis. Many experiments with human subjects would be necessary to find an answer.
However, observations of colleagues suggest that the number of trials can grow as large as 50,
even if the training runs need several days of computation time1. Such a high number of trials is
only feasible in a research environment and not in a development environment. If we assume that
a well-trained engineer needs 5 trials to develop a good architecture and that each trial requires
the same computational effort as the best architecture, then the comparison strongly favors the
ASO algorithm (see Table 27” on page 122).

These results (together with the performance comparisons, see above) suggest that the ASO
algorithm can efficiently optimize the architectures for a given task.

9.3   Ease of Use for non-Expert Users
How much knowledge is necessary to adapt the system to a customized application? To answer

this question, the following two questions have to be discussed:
• Is the ASO algorithm easily implementable?
• Is the optimization by the ASO algorithm robust against the choice of internal (ASO)

parameters?

1. No doubt, the implementation of the ASO algorithm is additional work that has to be
invested. Most of this work has to be invested in the implementation of variable numbers of hid-
den units and state units, variable widths of the input windows for the connections from the input
to the state units, from the input to the hidden units and the hidden units to the state units. How-
ever, the computation of confusion, confusion-symmetry, and confusion-difference matrices as
well as computation of the allocation criteria is simple and straightforward. No complex opera-
tions like matrix inversions are necessary.

1.  The MS-TDNN system that was used for performance comparison (see Table 26” on page 121) was probably
trained more than 50 times. However, no detailed records are available.

TABLE 28. The relative computational effort for the optimization by the ASO algorithm and training
compared to training of a handtuned architecture assuming that 5 trials are needed by the human
developer to develop an equivalent architecture.

task relative computational effort of ASO optimi-
zation/training under the assumption that the
human developer needs 5 trials to develop an
equivalent architecture

single on-line handwritten digits 29.2%
single on-line handwritten capital letters 27.6%
segmented spoken alphabet recognition 26.6%
connected spoken alphabet recognition 24.4%
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2. It was already shown in Section 5.4.3 on page 63 that the ASO algorithm is robust against
the choice of the resource limiting function . Several functions with different internal con-
stants yield similar generalization performances (see Table 9” on page 64 and Table 10” on
page 65). This may be explained by the positive effect of unequal training (see Section 5.5.5 on
page 80). Resources that are allocated very late in a training run are not trained by large error gra-
dients any more. In contrast, their random initialization may neutralize already existing signs of
overfitting. That suggests that in constructive learning the exact number of parameters is less
important than the point in time in the training run when a resource was allocated. It is obvious
that this point in time is not as dependent on the resource limiting function as the actual number of
parameters. This may explain the robustness of the ASO algorithm to different resource limiting
functions.

It should be mentioned that there are some cases when knowledge of the user is advantageous:
In some applications the allowable upper limits for certain resources due to memory constraints
may be a severe problem. This can partly be avoided by a sophisticated dynamic memory alloca-
tion, which increases the implementation effort. However, the ASO algorithm is designed for cus-
tomized applications (see Section 1.2 on page 5) for a limited domain1. Resource allocation
should be limited by the functions from Section 5.4.3 on page 63 and not by the available
resources of the computer. If it is necessary to set tight upper bounds for certain resources due to
severe memory constraints, some knowledge is advantageous to weight the upper limits of the dif-
ferent types of resources appropriately.

The overall answer to the question “How much knowledge is necessary to adapt the system to
a customized application?” is: Implementation of the ASO algorithm is straightforward, but not
trivial. If it is implemented and if it is not constrained by other limitations (like severe memory
constraints which require the setting of tight upper bounds for certain resource types) it does not
require any knowledge about the application.

9.4  Other Advantages
In the previous sections, the ASO algorithm has been discussed and evaluated under the crite-

ria that were put forward in the introduction. ASO was extended by AVACS (see Chapter 7 on
page 91) The ASO/AVACS combination also offers additional advantages:

9.4.1  Equalization of Misclassifications/Generalization Ability

As pointed out before, the misclassifications of real-world classifiers are hardly ever uniformly
distributed across the whole confusion matrix (see Section 5.3 on page 56). This particular “fea-
ture” was used for the design of the ASO algorithm, and is also implicitly used by AVACS2. ASO
uses an unequal distribution of misclassifications as a criterion for the allocation of new resources.

1.  ASO is not designed to optimize a 5,000 word vocabulary speaker independent continuous speech recognizer to fit
on a 640 KB PC. Rather, the goal is to achieve the best possible performance on a limited customized domain with lit-
tle consideration of the memory requirements.
2.  AVACS uses the “feature” that the generalization capability is not equally distributed across the whole confusion-
difference matrix.

f p n,( )
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An analysis of the confusion matrices after training/optimization shows that this method tends to
balance the misclassifications across classes as well as the generalization ability. This is a new and
highly desirable feature of the ASO algorithm, which is even amplified by AVACS. Adjustment of
the resource limiting function for each class could even allow control of the distribution of mis-
classifications.

In this context it is interesting to investigate whether the popular weight decay (see Section
2.4.3 on page 21) offers the equalization of generalization ability, too. Simulations of fixed archi-
tectures with and without weight decay (see Section 2.4.3 on page 21) show that weight decay can
improve generalization, but does not balance the generalization ability across classes (see
Figure 41 on page 126).

A comparison of the confusion-difference matrices of a fixed architecture (tuned manually)
trained with weight decay and an adaptive architecture optimized by the ASO/AVACS combina-
tion (both computed at the peak of the validation performance) is shown in Figure 42 on
page 127. A comparison of both confusion-difference matrices shows that the automatically opti-
mized architecture generalizes better and that it does have fewer serious generalization problems
than the fixed architecture (that are indicated by large white blobs in Figure 42 on page 127).
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Figure 41. A comparison of the confusion-difference matrices of fixed architectures without weight decay
(left column) and with constant weight decay of 0.0001 (right column). The architecture was rather
generous for the given number of training patterns (520 training patterns from SEG_SR_ALPH_DBS) to
explore the benefit of weight decay. The run without weight decay reached the best performance on the
validation set after 150 epochs. Test performance was 71.9%. The run with weight decay performed exactly
the same at 200 epochs of training, but reached an even better performance of 74.7% on validation data
and 73.1% on test data after 385 epochs. A comparison shows that 1.) training with weight decay can take
much longer but 2.) it can improve the generalization performance and 3.) that weight decay does not
change the distribution of errors. It does not equalize the generalization ability.
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Figure 42. A comparison of the confusion-difference matrices for a constant architecture trained with
weight decay ( ) on top and an architecture optimized by ASO with AVACS (AVACS added
20% noise for all connections that are involved in poorly generalizing models) after training with 520
patterns from the segmented spoken alphabet database. The fixed architecture was adapted for the number
of training patterns manually and reached the best performance on the validation set after 385 epochs, test
performance was 75.7%. The architecture optimized by ASO/AVACS combination reached the best
validation performance after 175 epochs. Test performance was 83.5%. The confusion-difference matrices
show that 1. the system optimized by ASO/AVACS generalizes better; 2. that there are fewer serious
generalization errors (that are indicated by large white blobs); and 3. that the errors are better distributed.

h 0.0001=
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10.  Summary
The successful application of speech recognition (SR) and on-line handwriting recognition

(OLHR) systems to
• new domains
• differing task complexities
• new recognition modalities

greatly depends on the tuning of the architecture to each new task, especially if the amount of
training data is small. In this thesis I have developed and evaluated methods that allocate connec-
tionist resources (connections, time-delays, hidden units, state units) automatically and avoid
manual optimization of the architecture. These methods are especially interesting for the flexible
application of speech recognition (SR) and on-line handwriting recognition (OLHR) systems to
customized applications with a small amount of available training data.

Initial experiments were conducted with the Tempo 2 approach (see Section 4 on page 37),
which was originally developed as a neurophysiologically motivated model of cognitive resource
allocation. Initial experiments on a small phoneme classification task were promising, but larger
tasks revealed scaling problems of this approach.
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In the next step, the Tempo 2 approach was adapted and a hybrid of the Time-Delay Neural
Network (TDNN) and the Tempo 2 approach was developed (see Section 4.6 on page 49).
Although results were promising, a new algorithm motivated by human manual tuning strategies
was developed. The concept behind this strategy can be summarized as follows: If the classifier
misrecognizes class x out of n classes, could this problem be cured by additional resources for
class x?

This algorithm, the Automatic Structure Optimization (ASO) algorithm was indeed a big
improvement from the previous algorithms under the evaluation criteria of this thesis, namely
• suitability for small systems (~ 1,000 parameters) as well as for large systems (more than

10,000 parameters)
• ease of use for non-expert users
• competitive performance with state-of-the-art systems.

The ASO algorithm described in Section 5 on page 51, fulfills these criteria very well (see
Section 9.1 on page 119, Section 9.2 on page 121, and Section 9.3 on page 123). In addition to the
ASO algorithm, a new algorithm was developed that controls the optimization steps of the ASO
algorithm. This algorithm, the Automatic Validation Analyzing Control System (AVACS) was
motivated by modern human teaching strategies. The concept behind this strategy can be summa-
rized as follows: If the average student can not solve question x, could it be that there was some-
thing wrong with the teaching of how to solve question x? This concept was shown to be also
successful with an artificial learning system. As in real life it is not always true that the learning
machine is “just too stupid”, sometimes it is the teaching method which has to be modified.
AVACS controls ASO and accelerates/decelerates resource allocation for each class indepen-
dently.

The combination of ASO with AVACS was shown to be a reliable tool for the automatic opti-
mization of SR and OLHR systems. The criteria that were put forward at the beginning of this the-
sis were fulfilled. In addition the ASO/AVACS combination was shown to offer the property of
“generalization balancing across classes”, meaning that the distribution of generalization errors is
changed and fewer serious gerenalization mistakes occur compared to fixed architectures. The
architectures constructed by ASO/AVACS are very heterogeneous compared to most manually
optimized architectures. Resources are only allocated where they are actually needed and where
they can be trained reliably by the available amount of training data.

10.1  Significance of this work
Despite the aim to develop a general purpose, speaker independent, very large vocabulary,

spontaneous speech recognizer there is a considerable number of applications that require the best
possible performance on small, well defined, and customized domains. For these applications,
manual tuning of the architecture (i. e. optimizing the number of states, the number of hidden
units and the width of the input windows) is too costly and not tolerable because each application
requires its own optimization. Many of todays speech recognition systems are very powerful, but
the complexity of these systems is such that these systems ar far from being intuitive and easy to
use for the developer. In general it is not possible to develop applications on top of the technology
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without understanding the underlying speech algorithms. This makes quick prototyping impossi-
ble, which is very important for the creation of new products and services. Developers of software
that includes speech recognition should not be required to invest months or years in an under-
standing of details of speech recognition technology or in the tuning of these systems.

The current situation of speech technology is rather peculiar: Complex systems have been
developed, but the final user is demanding even more general systems (with a much larger vocab-
ulary, even higher word accuracy and less restrictions concerning speaking style) and developers
of customized applications are demanding simpler systems that are much easier adaptable to
small domains and allow quicker prototyping. The major research effort currently aims at general
purpose systems. This thesis presents an important step in the direction of easily adaptable, cus-
tomized systems. I will explain in the next sections why automatic optimization algorithms,
which free developers from internal details of speech algorithms and their time-consuming tun-
ing, are an important bridge towards greater distribution of speech recognition technology.

10.2  Why is this important?
As mentioned before, speech recognition technology has recently made significant advances

towards an important breakthrough. However, the general purpose systems are currently not gen-
eral enough and the specialized systems are generally far from being easily adaptable. The result
is that end users do not accept the current off-the-shelf general purpose systems and that develop-
ers of customized applications do not dare to include speech recognition into their products.

How can this situation be improved? Further development of general purpose systems
demands a considerable effort and expertise in research (acoustics, search, language, ...) as well as
the availability of considerable computational resources. It is important to pursue these develop-
ments because the current results suggest that real general purpose speech recognition will actu-
ally be possible in the future. In the meantime it is important to make end users accustomed to this
new technology, both to its advantages and peculiarities. This can be done by small, customized
applications or applications where speech is not the primary input modality. This thesis shows that
it is possible to develop automatic optimization algorithms on top of state-of-the-art speech tech-
nology which make this technology easily usable for developers of customized applications. The
effort for the development of such algorithms is much smaller than the effort that still has to be
invested in real general purpose systems. Automatic optimization algorithms on top of todays
speech recognizers can bridge the gap between the current speech recognition technology and the
general purpose technology of tomorrow and can introduce users to the advantages of this excit-
ing new input modality. The same applies to other new input modalities like on-line handwriting,
gesture recognition, or lipreading.

10.3  Key contributions
In this thesis, an automatic algorithm for the tuning of architectural parameters of speech and

on-line handwriting recognizers has been developed. The algorithm is applicable to all classifica-
tion problems with spatio-temporal input. It was tested on speech and on-line handwriting, as two
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instances of such tasks. The approach is new, requires no domain specific knowledge by the user
and is efficient (see Chapter 9 on page 119). It was shown for the first time that
• fully automatic tuning of all relevant architectural parameters of speech and on-line hand-

writing recognizers (widths of input windows, number of hidden and state units) to the
domain and the available amount of training data is actually possible

• the automatic tuning can be done efficiently, both in terms of computational effort and final
performance.

10.4  Future Work
The “generalization balancing across classes” property would be an interesting topic for further

research. In my opinion, the measurement of performance by a single number is not sufficient for
todays advanced systems. More consideration should be given to the distribution of errors. Fur-
ther research could be devoted to algorithms that attempt to control
• the distribution of misclssifications according to user specifications
• classification risk.
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  Appendix
The Post-NIPS Workshop “Optimization of Neural Network

Architectures for Speech Recognition” (December 1991)
The workshop was announced as follows:

“A variety of neural network algorithms have recently been applied to speech recognition
tasks. Besides having learning algorithms for weights, optimization of the network architectures
is required to achieve good performance. Also of critical importance is the optimization of neural
network architectures within hybrid systems for best performance of the system as a whole.
Parameters that have to be optimized within these constraints include the number of hidden units,
number of hidden layers, time-delays, connectivity within the network, input windows, the num-
ber of network modules, number of states and others. The proposed workshop intends to discuss
and evaluate the importance of these architectural parameters and different integration strategies
for speech recognition systems.Participating researchers interested in speech recognition are wel-
come to present short case studies on the optimization of neural networks, preferably with an
evaluation of the optimization steps.The workshop could also be of interest to researchers work-
ing on constructive/destructive learning algorithms because the relevance of different architec-
tural parameters should be considered for the design of these algorithms.”
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There were 26 participants and seven talks by invited speakers. The talks given by K. Iso, M.
Franizini and P. Haffner did include quantifiable evaluations of optimization steps. Iso presented
results on the speaker independent recognition of 10 Japanese digits with a prediction based rec-
ognition system. A system without hidden units achieved an error of 0.9%. The error could be
reduced to 0.2% with the optimal number of hidden units. Iso also presented an evaluation of dif-
ferent input windows for a speaker dependent system that was trained on a 100 word vocabulary.
A system using the input frames with the time-delays 2 and 1 to predict the current frame (time-
delay = 0) recognized 97.5% correctly while the same system using the frames with the time-
delays 3 and 0 to predict the frame with time-delay 1 achieved 96.5% only.

Franzini presented some optimization results on speaker independent isolated english letters.
He evaluated a Connectionist Viterbi Training (CVT) network [Franzini, 1990] with one hidden
layer (19.2% error), two hidden layers (15.6% error), and three hidden layers (15.9%). The num-
ber of epochs needed for training were 746 (one hidden layer), 2,933 (two hidden layers), and
5,401 (three hidden layers). Franzini also varied the number of hidden units in each hidden layer.
His results indicated that 15 to 25 hidden units lead to similar error rates. Franzini also reported
that according to his experiments an input window of seven frames (with each frame representing
10 ms) worked best. He also replaced the recurrent version of his system [Franzini, 1990] with a
simple feed-forward system and found an insignificant reduction of the error rate (6%) but a sig-
nificant reduction in computational cost. Finally, he reported a 40% lower string error rate for a
system using word models instead of phone models.

Haffner reported some optimization results from his Multi State Time-Delay Neural Network
(MS-TDNN) [Haffner, 1991a], [Haffner, 1991b]. According to his experiments on speaker inde-
pendent digit recognition1, 10 to 20 hidden units in one hidden layer are sufficient. Experiments
with up to 70 hidden units did lead to the same recognition performances when training was
stopped according to best performance on an independent validation set. Haffner also did some
experiments with the input windows from the hidden layer to the phone layer. He found that a
MSTDNN using input windows with the time-delays -3, -1, 0, 1, and 3 instead of the standard
input window with -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 performed equally well, but learned much faster. He did not want
to present detailed information about the number of states that were used in the system. However,
he confirmed that the number of states for each phoneme is one of the most important parameters
to optimize.

There were many other interesting comments and discussions at the workshop that can not be
summarized in detail. However, the following conclusions can be extracted for the design of an
automatic optimization algorithm:
• Stopped training based on the performance on an independent validation set is a reliable and

easy method to avoid overfitting.
• The number of hidden units is an important, but not the most important architectural param-

eter for neural network based speech recognition systems. Haffner and Franzini report that
there is a certain range of number of hidden units where generalization ability is similar.
This may only be true for the large training databases that they used. For small training data-

1.  a huge database collected at CNET with telephone quality speech
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bases the number of hidden units may be more critical because the system has to learn a
mapping of similar difficulty with less training patterns. The conclusion for an automatic
optimization algorithm is that the number of hidden units should be included in the optimi-
zation process, but should not be the only architectural parameter to be modified.

• The optimization of the input windows leads to significant improvements and should be
included into the automatic optimization process.

• The number of states per acoustic event and the type of acoustic event that is modeled
(words or phonemes) seem to be the most important architectural parameters. Some present-
ers did not want to present their current state topology exactly, but they admitted that opti-
mization at this level of the system is very effective. This suggests that automatic
optimization of architectural parameters for speech recognition should include optimization
of the state topology.

• The total number of parameters in such systems can grow very large (50.000 parameters and
more). The optimization algorithm should be able to deal with that.

• Human optimizers tend to perform optimization steps sequentially, which may not be opti-
mal. However, an intelligent human optimizer is able to recover from wrong paths, partly
due to technical exchange at conferences. Obviously, automatic optimization procedures
can not do this. A solution to this problem is the development of optimization algorithms
that optimize synergetically.
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